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Habitat for Humanity

95 Local group
continues goal
of decent housing
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Since its inception in 1988, the
Murray-Calloway County chapter
of Habitat For Humanity has built
two houses for the "working
poor" of the local community.
The international organization
for Habitat For Humanity, located
in Americus, Ga., was formed in
1976. Now, there are more than
900 local affiliate groups in the
United States and in more than
40 other countries.
In the U.S., those organizations
have built more than 7,500 homes
while more than 11,000 have
been constructed in other
countries.
An ecumenical, Christian based organization, Habitat has
gained national publicity because
or former President Jimmy Carter's involvement as a volunteer
house builder.
"Our goal is to build and provide families with decent housing
in which to raise their kids," said

local Habitat For Humanity member Chuck Hulick. "We think we
ought to do everything we can to
provide a good enivornment for
people to live in and particularly
for kids to grow up in,"
Hulick, who is on the organization's board of directors, helped
bring a chapter of the organization to Murray.
"I was fortunate enough back
in 1988 to be part of a group of
community people who got
together to start Habitat For
Humanity here," Hulick said.
Members of the Murray community have since offered their
Lime and money to help build
these homes.
"The organization is basically
volunteers and we who are active
in the organization plus churches
and other people who are interested in helping," Hulick said.
"We build relatively small,
simple houses to try to have

BERNARD KANE1.edge & T,mes photo

CLOWNING AROUND: Kathy Adams and her son Alex enjoy the antics of Twister the Clown at Family Night in the Park Friday as part of
Freedom Fest. For more coverage of Freedom Fest see page 3.

• See Page 2

Graves
nixes
swap

Chicken plant brings
hope to Union City
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
proposal to convert the Graves
County Jail into a regional juvenile detention center apparently is
dead.
Graves County Judge Executive Tony Smith said officials in his county have decided
not to establish a prisoner swap
with McCracken County. A plar.
discussed earlier this year woul.have had Graves County housin.
juveniles from McCracken anc
other counties, and McCracker
County taking adult prisoner•
from Graves County.
The idea was promoted
McCracken County officials. Thi
closest juvenile center is in
Owensboro. McCracken County
spends more than $250,000
year to house juveniles in other
counties.
"There is opposition to it over
here, and it wasn't a sweetheart
deal for us," Smith said
Wednesday.
The Graves County Jail, built
four years ago, is next to the
courthouse. McCracken County
Judge-Executive Danny Orazine

UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) —
Area farmers will supply more
than 1.3 million chickens and
thousands of bushels -of corn a
week when Tyson Foods Inc.
opens its poultry plant at Union
City.
But finding employees to staff
the plant, in a rural area with a
work force already stretched thin,
'nay cause a bit of trouble.
And pollution is always a con..ern with livestock processing
plants.
Tyson, meanwhile, said its $60

JIM MAHAr,
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SIMPLE MAN: Nashville recording stet rricky Van Shelton
witertalned the crowd Saturday night at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Boat accident investigated
A 17 foot pleasure craft and a
towboat collided Sunday at 9:15
p.m. on Kentucky Lake near
Aggners Ferry Bridge at Highway
68 in Aurora resulting in the
death of at least one man.
The Coast Guard, Kentucky

Tyson will be required to build
two to four poultry houses each
under strict company specifications. Those houses' will cost
$85,000 to $90,000 apiece.
When in full operation, the
plant expects to have a total
annual payroll of $20 million
with pay to area farmers of up to
S15 million.
The Complex will employ
about 1,500 workers, at full
production.
Where those workers will
come from, though, is causing
II See Page 2

Boysen leaves defending KERA

• See Page 2

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

million complex will use the latest technology to protect the
environment, while the company's pay scale and employee
benefits should make hiring easy
enough.
The plant is expected to boost
building trades throughout the
area and give West Tennessee
and .Kentucky farmers a new
market for chickens and grain.
Union City, in northwest Tennessee, is less than a 50-mile drive
from both Missouri a-nd
Arkansas.
The 150 or so farmers who will
supply chickens under contract to

State Water Patrol, Marshall and
Trigg County Disaster and
Emergency Services and the Tennessee Valley Authority arc still
searching for the other two people reportedly on the boat at the
time of the accident.
The 91loway County DES
also responded to the accident

•

scene.
Trigg County officials pull
the pleasure craft from the wat
and are holding it for an investigation. Reports are unclear as to
which vessel was at fault
The Coast Guard is withholding the name of the deceased
until the family is notified.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --Thomas Boysen's final week as
education commissioner was
,pent in usual fashion — defending the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
But Boysen said his appearance before a legislative subcommittee last week turned into "the
hardest two hours I spent in
Kentucky."
The meeting came after a panel
of experts had issued a sharply
critical report about the state's
testing and accountability system,
throwing into doubt the cornerstone of KERA.
At the meeting, Boysen
embraced almost all of the experts' recommendations. He said
later that he thought it was better
to be positive and dwell on his
agreements with the panel rather
than his disagreements.
Boysen stepped down Friday
after 4%, years in office. He is
headed back to California to
work as the senior vice president
of education for the Milken Fam-

DR. THOMAS BOYSEN

not doing it the way I would
want, but I think the reform is in
surprisingly good shape, given
the ambitiousness of it and the
potential for controversy and conflict," Boysen said in an interview with The Courier-Journal.
"It's outlasted just about every
other state reform I've ever heard
of. I said when I got here that we
wouldn't get it perfect, but we
would get it right, and 1 think we
did."
Boysen said he has no doubt
that Kentucky school reform will
last. He said it has become institutionalized, and the only serious
issues it now faces arc the future
of the ungraded primary program
and of the testing and accountability system.
He said he thinks the test can
be changed to answer critics'
attacks. For example, he expects
the return of multiple-choice
questions. He thinks it was a mistake to take them out. He also

ily Foundation.
He said his greatest accomplishment in Kentucky has been
to take the broad concepts of the
reform law and translate them
into what he hopes are enlightened and inspired programs.
"I'm certainly aware daily of • See Page 2
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home," Hulick said.
FROM PAGE 1
lies," he said. "Then they ask tor
FROM PAGE 1
industries, was worked in to some
Kentucky.
Currently, the local orginizaOr we wouldn't have gone
of those attacks.
decent housing (or the least permission to interview neighbors
some concern among other local
major
the
tion
is
in
the
process of beginthere," said spokesman Archie
David McGlamery, complex
amount of money. These houses and employers. Two of
employers, especially those paythe
fanorung work on an existing home,
manager for Tyson in Union City, Schaffer. "We chose Obion
are built for only the cost of the criteria are children and
mg salaries at or near minimum
which was purchased from the
ly's ability to repay.
County out a a list of 200 to 300
materials.**
Hamilton, said his plant, to better control
David
vvage,
said
city,
"Once the people move in,
waste disposal, will have its own
communities that had sent us
County
Obion
In search of families for these
of
the
director
they begin paying the monthly
The house, previously the res
distri-awater treatment facility, and it
proposals of one kind or
homes, the organization
Industrial Development Corp.
payment as a mortgage. As they
derice for the supervisor of the
will be able to process two milanother."
butes applications to the library
"W•.en they can go to Tyson
Murray Water Treatment Plant,
pay their monthly payment, we
lion gallons a day.
Tyson refuses to say what it
and banks of the community.
and make a dollar or two dollars
was declared surplus.
use that money to work on the
will pay Union City workers but
The company
has
contracted
Each time a house is under
hour his good benefits,
an
more
.
.
. Habitat For Humanity nego'next house. The money all goes
.
it's expected to be well above
with a major disposer of biologiconstruction, between '15 to 25,.
it makes sense to do that
right back into additional
a
deal
to
acquire
the
house
uated
minimum wage.
cal
wastes,
Griffin
Industries, to
the
for
considered
families are
Hamilton
said.
housing."
get rid of unwanted chicken
and a vacant lot on Spruce Street.
home.
Union City's largest employer,
hardly
jobs
is
abundance
of
An
A selected family is also
parts,
blood feathers and the
Both the house and lot were
a Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
.
hat community boosters generrequired to help with the project, acquired from the city as part of
Hulick said a selection cornlike, he said.
plant, draws about half of its
psee
robliet ma,s aonnde
"One very important part of
mittec narrows the list of applicPat Patrick. director of .the
the North Douglass Redevelop3,000 workers from Obion Counersna't
°nsiddoe
Ymilcto
aw
H
il
a
the agreement is that the family
ants to between three to five famment Project.
state Department of Environ-ty, which has a total work force
either.
..We have had some offers preagrees to put in a minimum of
ilies. The family is then picked
„
ment's regional office, said
of 16,650 and an unemployment
others to
some
causes
this
If
'sweat
we
call
of
what
500
hours
based on two cfileria.
viously of two or three different
Tyson has yet to file final plans
rate of 4.3 percent.
win
bigger
a
that's
then
more
pay
partiwhich
means
they
equity',
"A selection committee makes
houses that people wanted to
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for its waste disposal.
The rest of Goodyear's
said
he
us."
for
building
of
the
cipate in the
visits and interviews the farmdonate to us," Hulick said. "This
The Union City project will
employees come from surroundTyson, headquartered in
is the first MC that we've actualcome under state environmental
ing rural counties, generally from
Springdale, Ark, is the nation's
ly been able to accept a gift like
rules from the time chickens are
within a 50-mile radius.
•ka
largest poultry producer with
that."
last
the
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until
the
hatched
at
.. s., ,.
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an on on.
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more than S5 billion in annual
disposed
of,
Tennessee and Kentucky counof their remains are
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As for the future of Habitat For
sales. The company also proces-Patrick said.
.
ties immediately surrounding
.
Humanity
in
Murray,
Hulick
said
ses
beef
and
seafood.
.
.
McGlamery said Tyson engiObion County also have relative.
he hopes to continue building
But while Tyson brings jobs
•.
,•
neers still are working on draw- ly small work forces and unem•
homes and make others in the
areas in which
and
money
to
the
ings fbr the main plant, but con- ployment ranging from 2.9 perNHILE OTHERS MIGHT SELL .
.
community aware of the
it builds its plants, the company
struction on a companion feed cent to 5.9 percent.
-.
"A PIG IN A POKE"
.
organization.
has also drawn complaints of
mill in nearby South Fulton,
In April, the national unemt
WE STAND BEHIND OUR
being an industrial polluter.
Tenn., is well under way.
•ployment rate was 5.6 percent.
C
"I think we need to publicize
In 1993, Tyson settled a lawGOOD SERVICE — (NO JOKE) •
"We expect to be processing
Roger Williams owner of an
our organization so that more
suit with residents of Green Forechickens next August or Septem- Obion County sausage factory
people are aware of the opportun-st, Ark., who
accused the corn_.
her, with full production within employing 65 workers, said findity it presents to the local
„
.
corn-pany of contaminating the corntwo years to 2 1/2 years, he ing employees for his plant is
•
munity to actually, role up their
eiarlle Adams - rtrarmacist
water.
munity's
drinking
0
said. "That's a fairly aggressive often difficult -and a new major
sleeves and help within," he said.
When Bill Clinton, Arkansas'
schedule, but,. that's what we're employer may make it harder.
"A lot of people say things like,
1
former governor, was running for
shooting for.
"Anytime a new business
4 • gosh, I'd love to help people in
president political opponents
Tyson is confident it can draw comes in there'll be some people
.
IS
need, but I don't know what to
(d
pointed to his state's low ratings
workers from Obion and sur- who think it might be a better
7,--1175
.a • 4.1 ..
GlenWile at Whitnell
7 do. Well, this is something they
from environmental groups. rounding counties in northwest opportunity," he said. "We do
• • „.,,,....,i, ,., ..... „..•
711/
can do, Tyson, one of the state's largest Te.nne s see and sou thcrn anticipate losing some."
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made by the reform law: It took
From the beginning, Boysen
I FROM
low.7, loye„)41, loom,
power away from the elected has been careful to pay homage
thinks the
adjusted so
of state superintendent of to the architects of the reform
Kentucky students' performance
public instruction and gave it to law,: frequently sprinkling
can be compared with that of Stuan appointed commissioner, who speeches with references to the
dents in other states, which can't
presumably would be insulated General Assembly's "vision."
easily be done now.
from political influence.
It helped him earn many defenAlthough he agreed with
Boysen and his wife had dinner d:rs
. am
. ong .1e
. gislative leaders,
experts at the legislative meeting, . with then-Gov. Wallace
'NO
,r,
OBLIG,4'TION - N6rHING TO FA"Y. .
Wilkin-th
egolusglahnvhee aerlsncies
i had his share of
Boysen has said he disagrees
son, a KERA backer, who leaned
with many of the criticisms from
over and asked him, "Now, is
1
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
the panel, Which was hired by the
"Obviously there are politics
there any part of this law you
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
General Assembly's Office of
and personalities," he said, "but
can't agree with?"
I
I Low Back Pain
5 Dizziness
8Nur
Education Accountability. They
sobtsHands
13 Numb Fingers
"I knew the answer to that I feel I have been very well
, 2 Headaches
6 Sore Elbows
9
10
14 Hip Pain
said the test was "seriously
right off," Boysen recalled. "It treated by the General
•
3 Shoulder Pain
7 Neck Pain
11 Pain down Legs
15 Tight Muscles
flawed."
Assembly." .
was, 'No way, sir!"'
I
4 Arthritis
8 Indigestion
12 Muscle Spasms
16 Aching Feet
Boysen came to Kentucky in
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FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relicwe y Car
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
cruropracte orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test,a blood pressure test,a spinal
alignment ctieck, an examination br restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation With the doctor to discuss the results.

1990 after serving as county
superintendent of schools in San . I Diego.
He remembers the first time he
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OM PAGE 1
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Fiberglass running boards, central heat/ac,
center light beam, day:shades, designer carpet, 10-- TV w/remote and headphones,lexan
hood guard, towing- pkg., vacuum, power
sofa, etc., black/plum, list $31,402.

Plus. tax Me. 525 PRDC lea
Lcense dreeeer Wane rebates,
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95 RAM 2500 PRIMETIME CONVERSION

Raised roof with 14" TV with VCR, remote
and headphones, central heat/ac, designer
carpet, day shades, lexan hood guard, vacuum, power sofa, center light beam, loaded
white/gray, list $34,889.

Gov. Brereton Jones has said
he would recommend funding a
juvenile center in western Kentucky at a special legislative session that begins July 31.

Minor Dents and Door Dings removed from your vehicle with
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'95 RAM 2500 PRIMETIME CONVERSION
'Fiberglass running boards, central heat/ac,
center light beam, day shades, vacuum, tv
prep, towing pkg., lexan hood guard, power
sofa & more, white/gray, list $30,793.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Politics gets
personal in
historic debate
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer

4.0

Itt

WASHINGTON (AP) — Connie Mack, a Florida Republican,
was clearly tickled as he told fellow senators what his toddler
grandson had said on the telephone: "I am going to go watch
baseball."
"Some things never change," said Mack, himself the grandson
and namesake of a legendary baseball team owner-manager. "You
can imagine that out of a little two-year-old."
The tale had only marginal relevance to the budget debate that
concluded last. week with party-line passage of a historic Republican plan to phase out deficit spending. But it was hardly atypical.
With the future of the republic and its children at stake, or so
both sides said, the political often took a turn toward the personal.
Particularly in the Senate, with its unlimited tolerance for musing,
references to newborns, elderly parents, immigrant forebears and
humble backgrounds were almost as common as the statistics you
would normally expect in a pivotal discussion about national taxing
and spending habits.
Both chambers were rife with politicized birth announcements.
Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., said his week-old grandchild already owed
$18,500 on the national debt. Rep. Ron Packard, R-Calif., said his
31st grandchild — born two weeks earlier — would pay nearly
$200,000 over her lifetime if deficit spending didn't stop.
Those paying attention could also learn that Illinois Sen. Paul
Simon's father died of leukemia; Washington Sen. Patty Murray's
twin sister is a 6th-grade teacher; North Dakota Sen. Byron Dorgan
had a daughter who died (in 1993, after heart surgery); and the
father of the chief House budget-cutter, Ohio's John Kasich, was a
big Franklin Delano Roosevelt fan.
Many family histories emerged, as senators, mostly Republicans,
tried to prove their sensitivity to poor and working-class Americans. Their accounts began to have a familiar ring:
—"I am the son of a blue-collar, shipyard-working, pipe-fitting
union member." Senate Iiiajority Whip Trent Lott, R-Miss.
—"I am the son of a small-town baker in Bangor, Maine. He is
86 years old and still works 18 hours a day." Sen. William Cohen,
R-Maine.
—"I am the son of immigrant parents and my father never went
to school and never learned how to write English." Senate Budget
Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.M.
Some Democrats matched the GOP hardship for hardship: Sen.
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., recalling her relatives' escape from
oppression, her family's tiny apartment, her mother who never finished high school; millionaire Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J.,
whose humiliated father took a government relief job during the
Depression and whose early death left the family ",worse than
penniless."
Other Democrats did not have the rags-to-riches card to play —
among them Sens. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., and Jay Rockefeller,
D-W.Va. Their vehement attacks on the GOP budget provoked a
tirade against "trust-fund liberal millionaires" from Sen. Hank
Brown, R-Colo.
Brown said Republicans like himself, who went to public
schools, worked their way through college and during every vacation, joined the military on graduation and started at the bottom of
the career ladder, should not have to listen to lectures from those
who went to private schools, vacationed in Massachusetts and Florida, and "had their daddy buy everything they wanted at college"
plus a "trip around the world" when they were through.
"They tell us what it is like to be poor. They do not know what'
they are talking about," Brown said.
"My success did not come from any inheritance. It came
because I worked for it," retorted Lautenberg. "When I talk about
ordinary working people 1 know very well what they are going
through, and I want to try to give them an appropriate helping hand
where necessary."
Another self-made millionaire, Sen. Herbert Kohl, D-Wis., said
he'd be "flat-out embarrassed" to tell constituents he'd voted for a
budget that asked much from them but "zero" from him and other
wealthy Americans. In fact, he said, he'd get tax breaks worth over
511,000.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, reached back into his boyhood to
deliver a classic GOP counter punch.
'When 1 was growing up and we rode by the nicest house in
town, never once did my mama point her finger out and say, 'we
ought to tax those people and give us their money,'" said Gramm.
"My mother always pointed her finger out and said, 'If you work
hard and you make good grades, you can have a house like that."'
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill 1 aRrence covers Congress for The
Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
Building. Washington D.C. 20510
I73A Russell Senate
202-224-4343 (Wash ,r,
U.S. SEN. MITCH ki,< ,)siNELL
tice Building, Washington D.C. 20510
120 Russell Ser'
502-442-4554 u.. l;1) or 202-224-2541 (Washington). ,

Cl/Iitio
WASHINGTON (AP) — One
year's compelling issues can be
fine-print footnovs the next. So
rating the campaign of 1996 by
the day-to-day business of 1995
is an exercise in guessing. But
there are guideposts more likely
to stand, in the statistics of voting, and in long-set images of the
candidates.
Both point to problems for the
Democrats.
President Clinton still is trying
to shake the impression that he
wavers and shifts positions,
underlined by Democratic protests of the budget rewrite that
Clinton meant to rival Republican
balanced budget plans. It was
supposed to make him a player in
the budget debate, but was barely
mentioned as Congress acted on
the GOP plan for balance in 2002
with tax CuLS to boot.
That's the blueprint, and Clinton can only talk about it, since it
doesn't go to him for signing.
The bills to make take it from
plan to reality will be subject to
his veto, and he's warning GOP
leaders he'll use it against cuts he
deems damaging to American
families.
"We share the goal of balancing the federal budget ..." he
wrote them. "I hope we can work
together and avoid a situation in
which I would have no choice but
to use my veto authority
broadly."
The administration's automotive trade agreement with Japan
should be a political plus. He said

I Iggies wit
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
his negotiators have done far
more than Republicans ever did
to win trade concessions from the
Japanese.
"They may talk better, but we
do more," the president said.
The Republicans will be
watching, counting and almost
surely discounting•The Clinton
deal before long. The White
House counts it a victory, but the
Japanese are crowing that U.S.
negotiators yielded to them to get
the deal.

California is among them;
Clinton carried it easily in the
three-way election of 1992 and
those . 54 electoral votes will be
essential if he is to come back
'and win again.

And there's already ar Democratic political problem in the
making, since the U.S. trade deficit with Japan has been headed
upward from the $66 billion of
1994, and the new, probably
higher accounting for 1995 will
come out just as the presidential
primary season begins next year.
The Democrats have put- Clinton on the air with a $2.4 million
television advertising campaign,
seeking to show him as reliably
tough against crime, a preview of
1996, broadcast in 11 states he'll
need to sweep, or close to it, to
gain re-election.

Vice President Al Gore said
the ads fit a consistent Clinton
effort to put more police on the
streets and defend the 1993 ban
on assault weapons against Republican repeal efforts. He said they
didn't feel that they've really
started the campaign. They have,
though, just as the Republicans
have.
And a TV campaign depicting
a firm, unwavering president
deals directly with a problem
issue — the broader Clinton, and
the Democratic problem shows in
the 1994 election numbers. Losing Congress, they also lost voting strength relative to the Republicans in every region of the
nation, said election analyst Curtis Gans.
"The Democrats face a very
difficult immediate future," Gans
said in an appraisal of the 1994

returns by his Lunimallee for the
Study of the American Electorate.
He said their ticket will be
unlikely to carry any Southern
state except Clinton's Arkansas,
and so they would have to get the
electoral votes to hold the White
House with victories in New
England, the middle Atlantic region, the industrial Midwest and
the West Coast.
That would lead necessarily to
a Democratic strategy that writes
off the South and the Sun Belt as
Republican territory, in order to
concentrate time and resources on
states where the odds are better.
Gans saw signs in the 1994
numbers of a turning away from
both political parties, "dealignment rather than realignment,"
with more new registrations by
independents than in either party.
He said that, and the likelihood
that the major party nominees
will be set by the end of March,
increases the possibility of a serious third candidate in 1996.
Another three-way election
would work to Clinton's'
advantage.
Unless Republicans split
among themselves, or a third
entry divides the GOP vote, Gans
said, "the president faces a
daunting re-election battle."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
Title IX is a piece of federal law that has been interpreted to say
that public universities must have gender neutral athletic programs.
If half a school's students are women, then roughly half the scholarships are supposed to go to women.
But Kentucky has other forms of higher-education inequity. The
caste system in higher education is as firm as anything ever
designed on the Indian subcontinent. At the top sits the University
of Kentucky, next down are the regional universities and at the bottom languish the community colleges — the first point of access
for so many students but the last in line for state funding.
To address gender equity, Western Kentucky University is
adding three women's scholarship-granting sports programs. It is
the wrong solution.
WKU will lose $2.2 million on sports programs this year. That is

nearly half of Owensboro Community College's entire budget.
Adding three more money-losing sports programs will increase the
red ink next year.
Sports and physical health are important, but intercollegiate competition is not necessary. In the name of gender equity, WKU
should consider following Morehead State's lead and offer only
need-based scholarships for football players.
Football programs tend to be the largest source of inequity
because they provide so many more scholarships than any other
sport. ...
By cutting football, WKU could close its sports budget gap and
establish parity between men's and women's athletics..
Such a move would do nothing to rectify the unfair state funding
system that leaves community colleges short, but it would remove
the galling absurdity of state dollars supporting sports . programs
instead of instruction. ...
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School reform:

icinificant tut- loot
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's often bumpy road to
school reform is about to take a
significant turn. Opponents of the
whole idea hope it leads to the
cemetery.
Last week, they were shoveling
dirt on one of the main elements
of the 1990 Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
The occasion was the public
airing of a report raising serious
questions about tests that are supposed to show how Kentucky
schools are performing.
The test program — the notion
that performance should be
assessed and schools should be
held accountable for the results
— was one of three main components of the reform law. The test
is in three parts: essay questions,
group problem -solving activities
and student portfolios.
Six researchers of national
reputation who studied the test
program concluded it "is seriously flawed and needs to be substantially revised."
Opponents of the reform effort
interpreted the report like this:
The test program is irreparably
flawed and needs to be dumped.
One of the law's most articulate and relentless opponents,
Martin Cothran of the conservative Family Foundation in Lexington, said the report was "a
stake through the heart of the
KERA assessment system."
"We need to take (the assessment system) off artificial life
support and give it a decent burial," Cothran said.
Wishful thinking, it would

by the General Assembly's
Office of Education Accountability, working in concert with the
subcommittee. It is highly technical for the most part, but a couple
of its findings were clear and
conspicuous:

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated Press News Analysts
appear. The assessment and
accountability requirement would
have to be repealed by the General Assembly, which seems
unlikely in the foreseeable future.
The special legislative subcommittee that received the report
voted to affirm its commitment to
a high-stakes accountability program, one entailing rewards and
punishments.
It also said tests should be
"primarily performance based,"
designed to measure what students know but also whether they
can apply their knowledge.
But the legislators — members
of the Special Subcommittee on
Education Accountability — also
bowed to Cothran and other critics on some key points.
They told the Department of

Education to ensure the tests
emphasize content, not just process. A favorite of critics is that a
student can get credit for a wrong
answer, provided he or she
arrived at it in the proper way.
The legislators also strongly
recommended that the department
find some test that allows for
national comparisons.
Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen preached the importance of measuring Kentucky students by "world class" standards, not just comparing them
with students in Tennessee and
Indiana, or even the entire United
States. But the public, in fact,
wants comparisons with Tennessee and Indiana, which some key
legislators have long recognized.
The report was commissioned

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions bit our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address arid telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Leiters must not he
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,

—The scoring of student portfolios — collections of written
works in multiple subjects — is
unreliable and should not be part
of a "high stakes" accountability
program that includes cash
rewards and potential
punishments.
—Students are classified in a
subject area — novice, apprentice, proficient, distinguished —
on the basis of too few test items.
The Department of Education
readily agreed with the latter and
said changes already have been
proposed. On portfolios, it has
dug in for a fight.
The department's written,
point-by-point response to the
report acknowledged that portfolios "weaken the psychometric
quality of the accountability
index." But it insisted that portfolios are valuable instructional
tools and would not be widely or
effectively implemented unless
required for accountability.
The subcommittee's actions
last week included a challenge to
the department to prove its case.
But this is a battle for public
opinion as much as anything else.
And the department may not be
fighting from strength.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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Mrs. Maude Parker Winchester, 79, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday.
July 2, 1995, at 347 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, E.D. Winchester, on Sept.
22, 1983; one son, Hal E. Winchester, on April II, 1995; one grandson, John Robert Hal Winchester, on March 28, 1968; two sisters;
•
four brothers.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Sue McKinney and husband, Robert, Harvey, Mrs. Betty Cooper and husband, Frank, Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Joyce Gee and husband, Richard, Georgetown; three
sons, Joe Pat Winchester and wife, Hilda, Trinidad, West Indies, Will
t. Winchester and wife, Nancy, Marion, N.C., and Bill D. Winchester
and wife, Margie, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Jane Clayton, Buchanan,
Tenn.; one brother, W.A. Parker, St. Louis, Mo.
Also surviviving are 26 grandchildren, Randall P. Winchester and
wife, Carolyn, Joseph Mark Winchester and wife, Tammy, Pam Vincent, Rhia Crawford and husband, Phil, Le,cia Greenway and husband,
Randy, Tommy Winchester and wife, Penny, Kimberly Rene
Winchester, Carole Gremore, Mary Ann Winchester, Jenny Miller and
husband, Keith, Jason Hal Winchester, Ken Hopkins, Teresa Bayless
and - husband, Tony, Glenna Carol Hurst, Karen Coles and husband,
Daryl, Bobby W. McKinney and wife, Gena, T. Douglas McKinney,
Robert Winchester, Scott Winchester and wife, Beverly, Paul
Winchester and wife, Crystal, Teresa C. Miller, Lora A. McCoy,
Brooke Gee, Joshua D. Gibson, Sarah N. Gee and Aaron D.C. Gee; 26
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Myrtle Love Dobbins Ray
Mrs. Myrtle Love Dobbins Ray, 78, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday,
July 1, 1995, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her death followed a long illness.
She and her husband, Herbert Franklin (Shorty) Ray, to whom she
was married on Dec. 24, 1939, operated a grocery store at Puryear for
36 years.
Mrs. Ray had served on the Board of Aldermen fp- the town of
Puryear and serve as vice-mayor of Puryear. She was a member of
Puryear United Methodist Church where she was active in the United
Methodist Women, served as officers of Maud Harker Sunday School
Class, and was presented a church trustee and a member of the Official Board. She was also a charter member of Puryear Lioness Club,
Senior Citizens Group, Puryear Garden Club, African Violet Club, and
Four Seasons Homemakers Club.
Born Nov. 2, 1916, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late John Mason Dobbins and tlila Littleton Dobbins.
Survivors in addition to her husband include one daugher, Mrs. Freda Kay Wilson and husband, Bill, one granddaughter, Laurie Leigh
Key and husband, Kevin, and one grandson, Billy Darrell Wilson Jr.
and wife, Mary, all of Puryear; two great-grandsons, Tripp Wilson,
Henry, Tenn., and Eric Wilson, Paris, Tenn.; stepgreat-granddaughter,
Amanda Merrell, Puryear.
The funeral will be -ioday at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. H.B. Fields, the Rev. Glynn NI.
On, and the Rev. William Jones will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Donald S. Ray, Chris Ray, Tim Ray, William
Atchison, Thomas Brannon, Narold Brannon, and Joe Baker Littleton,
active; Bruce Alexander, Thomas Alexander, Hal Underwood, Ralph
Gallimore, Morris Jenkins, J.T. Burton, J.V. Hill, Jerry Stephenson,
Warren Sykes, Grant Laird, and members of Maud Harker Ladies
Sunday School Class of Puryear United Methodist Church, honorary
pallbearers. Burial will follow in Puryear City Cemetery.

Mrs. Theo K. Marine
Final rites for Mrs. Theo K. Marine were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Charley Bazzell
and Henry Hargis officiated. Singing was by Glendale Road Church of
Christ Singers with Wayne Tarter as pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Don Marine, Wayne Tarter, Pete Benenati, Mark
Marine, Kerry Marine and Connie 'Burton. Burial was in Tucker
Cemetery near Kirksey.
Mrs. Marine, 89, formerly of Kirksey and Murray, died Sunday.
June 25, 1995, at 2:15 p.m. at Phoenix Mountain Nursing Center,
Phoenix, An.

Woodrow Wilson Hicks
The funeral for Woodrow Wilson Hicks was Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Nome. The Rev. Ran7
dolph Allen officiated
Pallbearers were Marshall Higgins, Nick McClure, Paul Erwin, Jim
Foutch, Bryant Hodges and Jerry Eldridge. Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Hicks, 75, Rt. 3, Murray, died Wednesday, June 28, 1995, at
7:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

William Riley Furches
Funeral rites for William Riley Furches were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated with Mrs. Joan Bowker as organist.
Donald L. Furches, Stephen Claxlfurches, Vincent Clark Furches,
John Alfred Carruthers, Jeffrey Daniel Carruthers, David Robinson
and William Shelton Jr., grandsons, served as active pallbearers.
Members of Baraca Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church
served as an honorary group. Burial wasin M'urray City Cemetery.
Mr. Furches, 83, Poplar Street, Murray, died Thursday, June 29,
1995, at 6:42 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Mrs. Edith McKinney
The funeral for Mrs. Edith McKinney was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.- Johnny Wayne
Stalls officiated. Music was by Mrs. Johnny W. Stalls, Patsy Lewis,
Eric and Treva Kelleher, and Doug Holt.
Pallbearers were David Holt, Phil Hale, Justin Franklin, Doug Holt,
Eric Kelleher and Richard Holt. Burial, was in Brooks Chapel
Cemetery.
Mrs. McKinney, 80, 1412 Monroe, Paducah, died Thursday. June
29, 1995, at Good Samaritan Nursing Home, Metropolis, Ill.
Survivors include her husband, the' Rev. William McKinney; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Nellie Holt and husband, Ray. Dexter; a brother-inlaw, John Clements, Dexter.
One son, William U. McKinney, three brothers, Alfred, Clifford and
Walter Bushong, and a half brother, Joe Buzor, preceded her in death.

George T. Skinner
The funeral for George T. Skinner will be today at 2 p.m. at Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. R.J. Pullen will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mundy Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Skinner, 78, formerly of Murray, died Tuesday. June 27, 1995,
at Receiving Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Sue Skinner; six grandchildren, Eushekia Payne, Kyrile Catlett, Kaptoria Catlett, Karlesta Catlett, Karissa Catlett, and Kim Catlett; one brother, John William Skinner and wife, Lenna, all of Murray: several nieces, nephews, and
cousins.
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Mrs. Dor-othy Nell Higgins
-Final rites for Mrs. Dorothy Nell Higgins were Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah
Balentine officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Kerry Higgins and Mike, Doug, Stevie, Kelly,
Steve and Christ Colson. Burial was in Stewart' Cemetery.
Mrs. Higgins, 55, Almo, died Thursday, June 29, 1995, at 2:17 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Edward E. Bucy ,
The funeral for Edward E. Bucy was. Saturday at 11 am in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. William Edwin Bucyjofficlued. Singing was hs Puryear Church of Christ Singers with Jeff
Gallimore as leader.
Pallbearers were Tom Bucy. Gerald buss. Ralph Bucy, Danny
Wimberly. Kent Bucy and Junior Matheny. Burial was in Bethel
Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. Bucy, 80, Puryear. Tenn., died Tbursdal. June 29, 1995. at 2
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Ann McGre, and two
grandchildren, Desiree and Dallas Anti McGie, Long Beach, Miss.:
two sons, Bob Bucy, Murray, and Roger Bucy. Ellicott City, Md.. one
brother. W.T. Bucy, Buchanan, Tenn.
•
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
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ORIENTAL RUG
Gallery of Jackson, TN
Presents A Show And Sale.
Only July 6-8 at Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th, Murray
Across From Taylor's Chevrolet
Over a million dollar collection
of fine quality oriental rugs,
antique, semi antique and
new rugs will be sold.

Wholesale Prices
Up To 65% Off
Savings Are Unbelievable
Guaranteed genuine handmade
and high quality rugs
In fact, we are so sure of our high quality
rugs, that we will give you full credit at the
time of trade-in toward greater or equal
value rug at anytime.
Cleaning.4 Repairing Is Our Expertise.
Permanent Showroom
549 Wiley Parker Rd., Jackson •(901) 664-6544
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Services for Gingles Lee Barnes will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bob Saywell and
the Rev. Bob Dotson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve Story, John Lax, Darrell Clark, Robert
Clark, Joe Bill Fridy and Michael Hopkins. 'Burial will follow in
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Barnes, 83, Wiswell Road, Murray, died Friday, June 30, 1995,
at 3 p.m. at his home.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Born Aug. 13, 1911, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Oscar Curtis Names and Ruby Pearl Hale Barnes.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eula Mae Gupton Barnes, to whom
he was married on Nov. 13, 1937; one daughter, Mrs. Janie Stewart
and husband, Frank, Murphysboro, Ill.; one son, Tanny Barnes and
wife, Cynthia, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Erwin and husband,
Duff, Murray; one brother, Hubert Barnes and wife, Joan, Tampa,
Fla.; four grandchildren, John Taylor and wife. Cindy, and David Taylor, Murphysboro, Ill., and Mrs. Effie Hopkins, and huband. Michael,
and Holly Barnes, Murray.
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CALENDAR
Monday, July 3
Murray Ledger & Tomes will publish
an edition today with business office
to close at 2 p m
Tiffany Erin Kirk Uoyd and Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann wedding/2
p m :Cathedral of Christ the King.
Lexington
Calloway County Association of Concerned Ciuzensi7 30 p m /basement of
Weaks Community Center
Animal Shelter closed today
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Into 753-0082
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers I at 4 pm
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 30 p m lodge hall
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
rneeting/8 pm /American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Bluegrass Band/8-10 pm 'Keniake
State Park
Tuesday, July 4
Murray Ledger & Times will NOT
publish a newspaper today The office
will be closed
VFW Veterans' Memorial Service/7
a.m./Murray Middle School.
O.B. Boone Memorial Boy Scout
Breakfast/6-9 a m /First Christian
Church
Uons Club 5K Run/7 30 a.m./Murray
High School
Murray Main Street Mile Run/Walk/9
a.m /Sparks Hall to downtown
Murray Optimist Club's 'Biggest
Small Town Parade in Amenca79.30
a m./Main Street.
National Scouting Museum Community Appreciation Dar; am -4 p.m.
Old Fashioned Street Fair/9:30
a m.-1 p.m./downtown
Art and Craft Fair ,9 a.m.-5
p m./downtown
Red, White and Blue Exhibition/9
am -1 p mJMurray Art Guild.
Music With A Bangt,8 p.m./Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Briggs 8 Stratton Fieworks
Extravaganza/9 p.m./Roy Stewart
Stadium
Immanuel Lutheran Church AAL
manning Need Line Booth at Street
Fair Proceeds to be matched by AAL.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice,
474-8774.
Calloway County Public Library
closed today for Independence Day
holiday.
Animal Shelter closed today.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p m /Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church
Cancer Support Group/3
p m /Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Bingo./7 p.m../Knights of Columbus
building

Tuesday, July 4
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
First Presbyterian Churctv6 p m
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p air/Hardin
Library
Kathleen Jones Group of First Baptist
Church/2 p m 'picnic at City Park
Dexter Center closed today
Weeks Center closed today for senior
citizens activities
Hazel Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeongit p m /American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets. Murray Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Kenlake State Park special activities
planned Info-474-2211
Wednesday, June 7
Senior Golf Group.1 30 a m iMiller
Memorial Golf Course
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9 30
am. and Story Hour/10.30 am.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
a m./Soloin Stockade
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly at
Murray/8.30-11'30 am. and 1230-3
pm
Weeks Centeropen 9 a m.-4 pm hot
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 pm
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Day Camp, ages 7-10/9 a.m., Library
open/6 15 p.m.; Children's Super
Summer Studies/6:45 p.m.; prayer
meeting/645 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women/1'30 pm
Kirksey United Methodist Church
Women/1:30 p m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ChOin6 30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church business
meeting/7 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
Murray Church of God Family Training Hour/7 p.m
New Lite Christian Center study/7
P.m
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs, GAs,
prayer meeting/7 p m
Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.

We are proud that

Rhoda Jones
William Staey
have chosen their china, crystal and
chinastone from our bridal registry.
111 South 4th St • Murray, Ky • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

EARLY BIRD

SPECIALS

Wednesday. July 5
First United Methodist Church
events incl.:de Covenant Prayer and
Wacky Wednesday. Grades 1-6/both
at 10 am Bible Study/630 pm
Bible elessers.Z..p
.m ,Glendale Road
Chtirch of Christ

Wednesday, July 5
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 pm
Grace Baptist Church business
meeting/7 pm
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 1 30-4 30 p m
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am -4:30 pm Info/762-3383

Bridge, golfplanned
by ladies at the Oaks
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 5.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Sue Wells, 753-3671, and
Linda Roach, 753-5971, as hostesses. Persons please note the
change in time for golf play.
Pairings will be made at the
tee.
Winners of golf play on Wed-

Resday. June 28, have been
released by Lynn Griffiths, hostess, as follows:
First place team — Sherry
Mohon, Lib Dalton, Martha Enix,
and Linda White;
Second place team — Debbie
Ray, Irene Woods, Dot Finch and
Bronda Parker;
Thin place team — Shirley
Wade, Anna Coleman, Henry
Montgomery and Pam Kelly.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Special prayer meeting Wednesday
A spetial prayer meeting for all pastors and churches in Murray
and Calloway County will be Wednesday, July 5, at 7 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center. Pastor Jerry Hendley said "in a recent meeting,
several pastors expressed their desire for God to give us a great revival in Murray and Calloway County; and as a result this meeting on
July 5 and other meetings to be July 12, 19 and 26 were planned."
All interested persons are invited and urged to attend. For information call Hendley at 753-6695 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Need Line and AAL plan booth
Need Line and members of Immanuel Lutheran Church will be
working together at the booth for Need Line at the Freedom Fest's
Old Fashioned Street Fair on Tuesday, July 4. AAL will match
dollar-for-dollar basis on all funds earned at the event on Tuesday.

Williams Chapel holding services
meeting
Williams Chapel Church of Christ is holding a gospel
speaker with
through Friday, July 7. Winford Claiborne is the guest
services at 7:30 p.m. nightly.
Animal Shelter on East Sycamora-Street, off South Fourth Street,
Murray, will be closed Monday and Tuesday, July 3 and 4, for the
Independence Day holidays. The shelter will be open again on Wednesday. July 5.

Stag Night planned at Oaks
Oaks Country Club will hold its Stag Night on Thursday. July 6,
at 5:30 p.m. The menu will include ribs, white beans, slaw, and
potato salad. To sign up call 753-6454.

Free blood pressure checks
Free blood pressure checks are scheduled to be given Tuesday.
July 4, from noon to 2 teim. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free
service of the church.

MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB photo

Winners of Lady Golfers' Guest Day at Murray Country Club on June 28
were, from left, Nancy Haverstock and Beverly Noland, championship
flight; Murelle Walker and Freda Steely, first flight; Rebecca Landolt
and Barbara Barnett, second flight; Betty Scott and Mary Wells, third
flight.

Murray Country Club
has ladies'guest day
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, July 5.
Golf will be played at 9 a.m.
with Billie Cohoon and Rebecca
lrvan as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Ifs person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Pat Claypool, Rebecca
Landolt, Marion Poole, Barbara Gray
Tee 3 - Nancy Haverstock, Ann
Brown, Shirley Jenstrom, Rowena
Cullom;
.Tee 4 - Frances Richey, Rebecca
Irvan, Billie Cohoon, Peggy
Shoemaker.
Tee 5 - Anna Mary Adams, Norma
Frank, Margaret Shuffett, Betty Scott;
Tee 6 - Betty Stewart, Mary Bogard,
Cathryn Garrott, Faira Alexander,
Tee 8 - Betty Jo Purdom, lnus Orr,
Lisa Carver, Evelyn Jones.
- Tee 9 - Diane Villanova, Frances
Hulse, Toni Hopson and Betty Lowry.

Winners of Guest Day play on
Wednesday, June 28, have been
relcased by Mary Bogard' and

Diane Villanova, directors, as
follows:
Championship flight - Nancy
Haverstock and Beverly Noland,
first, Mary Bogard and Vickie
Singleton, Evelyn Jones and Leta
Taylor, tied for second, Betty Jo
Purdom and Jennifer Crouse,
fourth;
First flight - Freda Steely and
Murelle Walker, first, Betty
Stewart and Lula Bingham, second, Barbara Gray and Ada
Roberts, third, Diane Villanova
and Ann Marie Hale, fourth:
Second flight - Rebecca Landoll and Barbara Barnett, first, Billie Cohoon and Peggy Noel, second, Jerlene Sullivan and Nancy
Fandrich, third, Sue Outland and
Crystal Parks, fourth;
Third flight - Betty Scott and
Mary Wells, first, Norma Frank
and Agnes Payne, second, Faira
Alexander and Rebecca West.
third, Rowena Cullom and Burlene Brewer, fourth.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. July 4,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, suppon and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene, 753-2350, or Janice, 474-8774.

Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, July 5, at 11
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. All members and interested perSons are invited to attend.

West View Support Group to meet
Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home is scheduled
to meet Tuesday, July 4, at 5 p.m. in the front lobby. This is for
families of residents at West View.

Special dates listed for refuse
Because of the fourth of July holiday, customers of City of Murray Sanitation Department that have their refuse picked up on Tuesday should set their refuse out on Wednesday. All other customers
should set their refuse out on their regularly scheduled day even
though a route may run one day late in some areas. 'This altered
schedule will be in effect during the week of July 3 through July 7.

CCHS Class of 1975 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1975 will have 20-year
reunion activities on Friday and Saturday, July 14 and 15. Girls
Night Out will be July 14 at 6:30 p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe. The
reunion dinner will be July 15 at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Park
Hotel with a group picture to be made at 6:30 p.m. Reservations and
questionaires should be mailed to Cheryl Raspberry by Monday, July
10.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, and two hour blood sugar
screenings at all of its stops during the month of July. Also available
is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $.4. On Wednesday,
July 5, the express will be at Murray Piggly Wiggly from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. The express will be at Hilltop Kash
Market, Canton. from 9 to 11 a.m, and at One Stop Grocery at Lakeview from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, July 6. Stops on Fnday, I
July 7, will be at Hickory Post Office from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Hoskins' Bar-B-Q, Folsomdale, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

s
FREEDOM
Save 20% To 50%
sa-()Ruvvituou!

if chk ken, chargrilled to
perfection & topped with Sporty's own special sauce of diced tomatrirc, garlic butter.
onions. & fresh k,a,es of spinach Served with iumbo baked potato or sleek fries, garden fresh salad with your choice of dressings, vegetable of the day, and served with a
$4_95
garlic roll

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

9 a.m.-5 p.m., Tuesday, July 4 ONLY

753-1 1 16
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Cancer Support Education Group will meet Tuesday. July 4, at 3
p.m. in educational unit, third floor, of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information contact Nancy Rose R.N. and Hospice Director or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist at
762-1100.

Shop Murray's Pier 1 This Saturday, Sunday &
Monday For Their Annual

CHICKEN PARMESAN DINNER: White breast of chicken, lightly breaded and
Fried. topped with our homemade Italian sauce and topped with Monterey lack cheese.
side order ot spaghetti. t•ur garden fresh salad with homemade croutons and your
. and sen est with a fresh baked garlic roll
• hoies• •,1 dressing,
$4.95

A

Cancer Support Group scheduled

OPEN JULY 3RD & 4TH

PRIME RIB DINNER: Fresh cut petite prime rib .•,•ked fro, . •. .
iumho baked potato or ..teak fries, garden fresh salad with your • hoi••• or
•••getable ••t the WI% and fresh baked garlic roll
•
RIBEYE STEAK DINNER:Cut fresh daily, this dinner otters a petite rifles e steak,
• hargrilled to VOUr taste luinhe baked potato or steak fries, our fresh garden salad- with
sour choice et dressings, egetable of the day, and a fresh baked garlic roll
$5.95
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Animal Shelter closed two days

4 p.m.- 7 p.m. • Monoaturda‘
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Enjoy the Freedom Fest Parade
downtown and stop by Bright's of Murray for an..

Additional

20°/0 Off

All Spring & Summer Merchandise

Already Reduced by 30-60%.
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Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency

Ronnie, Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours. Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
600 Main St.
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Atkins' reunion held

,c1

By JESSICA FENGLER
Guest Writer

July 4, at 3
oway County
i.N. and HosSpecialist at

In the most festive of traditions, a reunion was held by the
descendants of the six Atkins
brothers at Kenlake Hotel on
Sunday, June 18.
Rufus, Clinton, Tommie,.
Nolen, Brent and Vernon were
remembered by stories, songs,
tears of joy and sadness by 64 of
their kin who came from far and
wide to honor their memory.
Eva Grey Lehman and Margaret Ruth Elder hosted and it
took them a whole year to gather
the "Atkins" clan together and
organize the affair.
They gathered together in
prayer and joy, coming from Sacramento, Calif., Bloomfield Hilts,
Mich., Boca Raton, Fla., Erie,
Pa., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Orlando, Fla., Lexington, Benton, Fulton, Hardin, Princeton and
Winchester.
Three surviving widows, Violet, Euple and Lucille Atkins,
were honored with gifts and
flowers. Each aunt was presented
with a long stem yellow rose
donated by Gene & Jo's Florist
of Murray.
A buffet with all the trimmings
and dessert was served. Margaret
Ruth made all the beautiful centerpieces with family pictures
placed in clay pots and sur-
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Lake Barkley
plans events

pital will be
blood sugar
stlso available
s Wednesday,
from 8:30 to
Hilltop Kash
acery at Lake)ps on Friday,
I a.m. and at
p.m.

Lake Barkley State Resort Park
will co-sponsor a Fourth of July
Celebration at Lake Barkley's
Public Beach.
A Sand Volleyball Tournament
will start at 2 p.m. Live music
with "Echoes of Elvis" by J.W.
Adams and "Frive South," a fivepiece new country and Top 40
band, will perforn at 7 p.m. A
fireworks display will be at 9
p.m. followed by more live
music.
All activities arc free and open
to the public. For more information call 1-502-924-1131.
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Misty Leg Darnell and
Jody Jason Gallimore

111

Ted and Carolyn Darnell of Murray announce the upcoming
marriage of their daughter, Misty Lee Darnell, to Jody Jason Gallimore, son of Jimmy and Gail Gallimore of Murray.
Miss Darnell is the granddaughter of Carol Gene and Mary Lou
Locke of Benton and of Virgil and Otha Mae Darnell of Murray.
Mr. Gallimore is the grandson of Guthrie Grogan and the late Estelle Grogan of Murray and of Mayrelle Gallimore and the late Rex Gallimore of Hazel.
The bride-elect is currently in the Radiography program at West
Kentucky State Vocational School. She also works parttime for Dr.
Michael T. Ridley.
The groom-elect is a self-employed electncian in Murray.
The couple is planning an informal wedding ceremony for the end
of July.
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We are proud that

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the /
Residential and Business Yards of the Month for June. Selected as the
Residential Yard of the Month was, top photo, that of the home of Randall and Carol Waller of 1564 Canterbury Dr., Murray. Selected as the
Business Yard of the Month was, bottom photo, that of Artcraft Photography, 1608 Highway 121 Bypass, with Carolyn and Jim Rice as care•
takers for the garden located north of their business. These selections
are made each month during the spring, summer and fall months by
Garden Department to give credit to the residents and businesses for
their care in providing outstanding yards for the area, a Garden Department member said.
..

Murray
at Weaks
cent meeting,
s a great reviis meeting on
ere planned."
For informad 4 p.m.

Bookmobile
stops listed
mit

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Wednesday and
Thursday. July 5 and 6.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:
Wsdnesdsy
Opal Waldrop, Thelma Brown,
Deenies,Madray, Crouse, Kay Ray
Thursday
Judy Black, Carlene Lamb, Herman
Darnell, Sue BaizeII, Howard Bazze
Pace

-

rounded by silk flowers. Name
tags were also handmade pictorals of the brothers showing
lineage.
Each family presented a hisorical perspective in pictures and
snapshots. Gaylord (Gaye) Lehman led the group in prayer. Eva
Grey acted as M.C. with everyone remembering great stories
and memories of the brothers and
their families. All the cousins,
children and grandchildren joined
in playing games. A gospel quartet from Princeton entertained
with religious songs.
Members attending from each
brother's family were as follows:
Rufus — Margaret, Charlie,
Lisa, Jan, Dave, Brett, Charles
Addison;
Nolen — Lucille, Eva, Gaye;
Vernon — Violet, Jimmy,
LuAnn;
Tommie — Jessie, Johnny;
Clinton — Ted, Judy, Gary,
Kelly, Tracy, Michael, Cathy,
Cory, Trcna, Larry, Jeremiah,
Jacob, Christianna, Dodic, Randy, Laranda, Ryan;
Brent — Euple, Norman Jean,
Al, Annette, Nancy, Richard, Jerry Brent, Katie, Ken Ann, Steve,
Thomas, Stacy, Bobby, Betty
Sue, Greg, Ricky Sr., Mary,
Lindsay, Nita, Danny, Brent,
Brad, Ricky Jr., Denita, Jason,
Ashley, Mackinzie, Cada, Joe,
Naathan, Bethany, Whitney, Jer-.
ry, Wiley, Kathy, Adron, Jessica,
Keni Lee, Christopher.
Lots of tears, fun and joy were
shared by all at this grand reunion of the six beloved "Atkins"
brothers.

753-0169

SERVICE NOTES
JOSHUA W. MOOREHEAD,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Shields of New Concord, enlisted
for three years active duty in thc
United States Army.
The 18-year-old is a graduate
of Calloway County High School
where he was in the JROTC. His
JROTC training allowed Moorehead to enlist at the rank of PFC
Moorehead enlisted in the
Army when he entsjEd the
EP)in
Delayed Entry Program
July of 1994. This early enlist
ment guaranteed his choice e,
training and options.
He reported in June to For
Jackson, S.C., for basic training
After basic, he will proceed L.
Fort Eustis, Va., for advancetii
training as a parachute rigger. HL
qualified for the S25,000 Arm\
College Fund to further hi,
education.

AsrA AUTO
RENTAL
* Daily le Weekly Rentals
.0 Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

Murray, Ky • 759-2 100
On Murray's Court Square

South 4th St •

GOSPEL It
MEETING
Williams Chapel
Church of Christ
July 2-7
Sunday Services 9 & 10 am,
7:30 pm, - nightly
Guest Speaker
g'
Brother Winford Clayborne

ril

Everyone Welcome!f

Choi baby
boy is born
Mr. and Mrs. Byungkab Cho'
of 815 College Cts., Murray, arc
the parents of a son, Juyung Tho.
mas Choi, born on Sunday, June
25, 1995, at 12:10 a.m. ar
Murray -Calloway Count
Hospital.
the baby .weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
Sungok Lee, A sister is Jihuri
Choi.

Coldwater
Church of Christ
Invites You To Attend Our

GOSPEL MEETING

Derrel r_iene Wilson
Dec. 4, 1937-May 29, 1995

The Family Of...
...Derrel Gene Wilson
would like to thank all of our friends and neighbors for the
!
to kindness, care and concern shown to us since the tragic loss of
Derrel. We were overwhelmed by the outpouring of love from
•
overyone. We wish to thank everyone for the food, flowers, calls
visits and memorials made to C.D.S.
•
•
4
*

Evangelist

MIKE
KISER
Sylacauga, Alabama

JULY 9 - 13 1995
Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY:
Bible Study
Morning Worships•
Evening Worship
MONDAY-THURSDAY

9:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
67::3000
.
p.m.

°Fellowship meal after mornIng service, singing 30 minutes before evening services.

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank all of
Derrel's fellow farmers, their families and everyone involved in
the June 17 gathering of our wheat crops and the planting ofour
soybeans.To everyone who came and worked, brought food and
drinks, or who just came to show your support thak day, we
thank you all from the bottom of our hearts.
Words cannot express how much we'll miss him. If you knew
him, we know you would miss him, too. He was loved by so
many. Please keep us in your prayers.
Sonja Wilson
Mike 8.1 Cassie Wilson
Clerris, Hindu St LeVetia Wilson
Lane, Lisa 81. Tab Curtis Green

;
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Columnist

Behavior
of owners
crippling
pro sports
Someone too young to know
better asked why mOre stories
about the good things in pro
sports don't make it into the
newspaper. These days, that
sounds like a trick question.
Even when posed by a 9-yearold.
The simple answer is almost
nobody playing those games
knows how to behave any more.
The past weekend offered few
exceptions. And if it's true the
tone is set at the top, things
only figure to get worse.
Because more and more, that
tone is being set by carpetbagging owners ready, willing and
able to shake down the towns
they're in or the ones they're
being wooed by.•
When already rare commodities like experience, trust and
loyalty go unrewarded, they
become rarer still. And these
are the kinds of things we have
to look. forward to instead:
— From England comes the
story of American tennis player
Jeff Tarango, who didn't like
the way he was being treated by
chair umpire Bruno Rebeuh. So
Tarango up and walked off the
court in mid-match Saturday. At
Wimbledon no less. Just before
his wife took a slap at the
aforementioned official.
"This guy deserves a lesson," Benedicte Tarango
explained afterward.
"I'm glad you did that," Jeff
concurred:
The happy couple's reasoning? Rebeuh was part of some
as-yet-unspecified, as-yetunsubstantiated conspiracy to
get Jeff.
— The news in pro basketball, meanwhile, was being
monopolized by the lockout and
,how Michael Jordan and Patrick
Ewing have become the front
men for a few self-serving
agents whose attempt to break
the players' union has more to
do with control than fairness.
Very uplifting stuff.
— And what about major
league baseball? It found and
then squandered a rare chance
to celebrate accomplishment. It
came as Eddie Murray scaled
the 3,000-hit plateau; it ended
almost as soon as he got there.
That's because it's hard to keep
a party going unless the guest
of honor stays involved. And
Murray, who checked out on
the media and fans. a dozen
years ago, still wants to be left
alone, dah-ling.
Bad. All of it. But worse
news waited farther down the
page, down in the small stories
about football and hockey
franchises moving or threatening to move. Those sports may
be out of season, but they're
hardly out of news. And here's
the worst news of all: Bad as
individual players might
behave, the owners are about to
prove that it pales in comparison to how badly a franchise
can behave.
The New Jersey Devils have
taken plenty of heat recently for
talking about relocating to
Nashville, in part because they
Just won the Stanley Cup and
because they've moved twice
already since beginning life as a
hockey franchise in 1974.
But they're just ahead of the
curve. "Relocation" is about to
become one of the dirtiest
words in sports.
The past few weeks have alto
II See Page 9
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Weiskoi
Weiskopfs 4-stroke win
called 'shot in the arm'
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) — Now that
Tom Weiskopf is the reigning U.S. Senior
Open champion, there may be a few less
exquisite golf courses around the world in
the years ahead.
When Weiskopf started the SI million
tournament Thursday, he said playing golf
was just a hobby. His real job, he claimed,
was designing and refining courses.

BASI

s Se

That was beton; Weiskopf put together
four straight brilliant rounds, capping it
SENIOR OPEN
with a bogey-free 68 Sunday for a fourTom Sioseopt $175 COO - 13
shot victory over Jack Nicklaus.
-SI
lece Natiaso, 6103,500
-a
PnY /51.991
,
Ekt 16After Weiskopf closed out the tourna484 Soh, 651,968
-a
-6
C Snead. 632.625
ment with an 18-inch putt, the gallery on
-6
Ks* imam, /32,625
-5
18 cheered and gave him a standing ovaLee Trevino, $28,073
-4
Graham Marsh, $24.111
tion. He tipped his cap and smiled broadly,
/24,111
Flay F
-4
DeWir weaver. $22,043
-3
soaking it all up.
Bob Chad*. 619004
Bob emov. pa OW
will probably play more now because
Einar Samos. 810064
I think I feel the response from the people
E
Kerma 2erley. $15,596
Rocky Thompson, 615,596 E
and maybe more importantly this has given
Larry 18441111, 115,506
me a real shot in the arm," he said. "I can
WEISKOPF
still do it, yes, I can still win.
"I enjoyed the emotions and the feelings
The victory was particularly satifying for
that go with these four days. It's fun. There
is nothing like winning."
two reasons — Weiskopf had a reputation

Bas
finishing second in big events, and it
provided a bit of joy for a household that
hasn't had much to smile about lately.
"The last six months have not been
good ones for the Weiskopf family," he
said. "With my wife having cancer surgery
last fall ... She's been so positive. She gave
me the courage to stay in there."
Jeanne Weiskopf, who has been treated
for breast cancer, was part of the gallery at
Congressional Country Club and afterward
attended her husband's press conference.
"This one was for her," Weiskopf said.
It was the second major championship
for Weiskopf, who won the 1973 British

jul

1111 See Page 9
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Wimbledon
still buzzing
about fiasco
by Tarango

ATI
points
medal
The
ing 2;
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stage
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By ROBERT MILLWARD
AP Sports Writer

BEATING THE TAG: Shane
attempt in the sixth inning of

WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— The tennis world is still buzzing over Jeff Tarango's Wimbledon performance.
Tarango, who was defaulted
after he stormed out of his thirdround match while lambasting the
umpire, later charged that umpire
Bruno Rebeuh was corrupt.
On Sunday, the fiery American
was summoned by tournament
referee Alan Mills to explain his
allegations about Rebeuh.
A waiting press corps expected
to hear that the Californian was
to be heavily fined, but instead
was told Wimbledon is under no
obligation to reveal the punishment until the tournament
finishes and that there were many
points to consider in this case.
As he left the 2-hour,. 15-minute meeting with his wife and
coach, Tarango said: "I'm not
allowed to say anything about
STEVE PARKERIedger & Times po•olo
it." But on his way to Wimbleslide
safely
into
third base on a steal
Fox of Murray Allegro was beaten by the throw, but still managed to
don on the rest day, he vowed to
Saturday's 3-2 win over Mayfield in Colt League action at the old city park.
-stay here until justice is done."
Tarango, whose French wife
Benedicte slapped Rebeuh's face
after Saturday's match, said the
umpire was the "most corrupt in
the game" and alleged he had
deliberately been biased toward
certain players to gain their
friendship.
He singled out Swiss Olympic
"It's a miracle. There's no
until he saved par on the final
thonght about what I was going champion Marc Rosset, who
question about it.... It makes golf hole Sunday for the $225,000
to say if 1 did win," Gallagher rejected Tarango's claims and
kind of secondary," Gallagher
winner's check. When he tried to
said.
demanded the ATP Tour take
said.
tell the story, he choked up.
The victory moved him from action against the American.
He finished a stroke ahead of
"I didn't want to make that a
20th to 11th place in the Ryder
Tarango specifically distanced
Jay Delsing (67) and Ken Green
real public thing. That was kind
Cup standings. The top 10 himself from any suggestions that
(68) at 268. Gene Sauers started
of my own little deal. You really
Americans 'automatically qualify Rosset had paid the umpire or
the round a stroke behind Gal- don't ever want to ... not so much
for the competition in September encouraged him in any way to
lagher, but shot a 73 to finish at jinx yourself," Gallagher said.
in Rochester, N.Y.
help him. Tarango suggested that
269.
Gallagher, who won his second
Gallagher had set course Rebeuh was trying to ingratiate
Gallagher, who has two small
title this year, parred the final
records through both the second himself with the players by "givchildren, first learned of Gilmer's
five holes to finish a final round
and third rounds as the leader ing them matches."
diagnosis in early May. His wife that included three birdies, two
coming into Sunday's final
Rebeuh has declined to comCissye transported some of Gilbogeys and a double bogey.
round. His second-round total ment, but Wimbledon officials
hospital
here
family
to
the
mer's
"Anytime it looked like it was
was the lowest on the PGA Tour have said it would be inappropriduring Lindsey's Lreatments.
getting a little rough out there, I
this year and tied this year's tour ate for him to do so while still
But he said nothing of the girl
just thought of Lindsey and
mark through 54 holes.
officiating at the tournament.

Gallagher inspired in FedEx win
By TERESA At WALKER
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Jim
Gallagher kept a piece of inspiration to himself until he won.
Then he couldn't find the--words
to describe exactly how he telt.
While shooting a 17-under-par
267 to win the FedEx-St. Jude
Classic Sunday, Gallagher
thought of Lindsey Gilmer from
his hometown of Greenwood,
Miss. The 8-year-old girl was
diagnosed with leukemia in May,
but doctors at St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital declared her in
remission last week.

Gordon g
Final pit stop
propels Gordon
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — The "Big Three" were
at the head of the pack again in
the Pepsi 400, with Jeff Gordon
holding off Sterling Marlin and
Dale Earnhardt in a final-lap
sprint to victory Saturday at
Daytona International
Speedway.
It was the season-high fourth
victory for the 23-year-old Gor-
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thli d NASCAR win a Pepsi 100
don, but Marlin maintained his
lead in the NASCAR Winston
Cup standings when he edged
Earnhardt for second, about two
car-lengths behind the winner.
After 15 of 31 races this
year, Marlin is seven points
ahead of Gordon (2,200-2,193)
and 16 in front of seven-time
series champion Earnhardt. All
three drive new Chevrolet
Monte Carlos, which have won
12 times.
The race was a rather boring
affair by Daytona standards,
with Gordon and Marlin overpowering the field until things
got interesting at the end. Both
Gordon and Marlin led 72 of

the - 160 laps, and there only
eight lead changes among four
drivers.
Earnhardt, who started from
the pole and led the first 11
laps, fell back after his crew
made an errant adjustment.
After returning to his initial
alignment, Earnhardt worked its
way back through the field and
passed Marlin for second with
just 13 laps to go.
With his car running higher
in the corners, Earnhardt closed
on Gordon before Mike Wallace's spin brought out the third
caution of the day with just
over three laps to go.
It took two laps to clear the

track, setting up a 2.3-mlic dash
to the finish with 19 cars
bunched on the lead lap. While
Earnhardt and Marlin battled
behind him for position, Gordon
kept his rainbow-colored car in
front for a 0.21-second victory.
Marlin rubbed sheet metal
with Earnhardt coming into the
trioval, but edged him by less
than a half-car-length for
second.
"We had a great practice
(Friday), and I told the guys not
to mess with the car, we've got
what it takes," said Gordon,
whose four victories are two
more than anyone• else on the
stock-car circuit this season.

"We proved that today.'
Still, Gordon, who became
the youngest winner of Daytona's summer race, wasn't
pleased when the yellow flag
came out on lap 157.
"I didn't want to see that
caution," he said. "Earnhardt
is the last guy you want to sec
in your mirror with one lap to
go."
Gordon went to the lead for
'good after Jeff Purvis spun out
coming out of turn four on lap
129. The leaders came in for
their final pit stops, with Gordon barely beating Marlin tack
onto the track.
,
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III Sports Briefs
LOCAL BASEBALL

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Spans Writer

COLT LEAGUE
SATURDAY:
• Murray Allegro 3, Mayfield 2 (Allegro) Roger Houk 2 1B Sean Stoneci
pher 1B, Jake Thurmond 1B. Shane Fox 1B, Chris Hendricks 1B. Alan Chase
1B WP -Stonecipher Allegro record 12-4-1

BASEBALL

Baseball's fan interest has dropped
, and it
31d that
lately.
st been
ly," he
surgery
he gave

NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball has lost about one-third of its
fans since last year, according to a Harris Poll released Sunday.
In May 1994, a Harris Poll found 49 percent of adults said they
followed major league baseball. In a survey conducted from June
8-11, 33 percent said they followed the sport.
Among those who said they follow baseball, 71 percent said they
were less interested than before the 232-day strike. Twelve percent
said they were more interested and 16 percent said their level of
interest hadn't changed.
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Woman arrested for
threatening Alomar

New Jersey trying to keep Devils
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) — Negotiations aimed at
keeping the Stanley Cup champion Devils in New Jersey didn't
stop with the July 4 holiday weekend.
The two sides have met almost continuously since the Devils
announced Tuesday that they were terminating their lease with the
spoils authority as of July 6.

BASKETBALL

Yugoslavia wins European gold medal
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Aleksandar Djordjevic scored 41
points, leading Yugoslavia to the European Championship gold
medal with a 96-90 victory over Lithuania.
The Yugoslays returned to international competition after missing 2'A years because of U.N. sanctions.
BICYCLE RACING

Rookie leads early in Tour de France
LANNION, France (AP) — Italy's Fabio Baldato won the first
stage of his first Tour de France with a long, uphill power sprint.
Jacky Durand held on to the overall lead.

Four games were decided in
wild ninth innings. A Japanese
rookie was named to the All-Star
team. Eddie Murray was aching
with broken ribs. And a fan went
gunning for Roberto Alomar.
A 31 -year-old distraught
female fan was arrested with a
loaded, cocked pistol at the SkyDome hotel during the Toronto
Blue Jays-Baltimore Orioles
game. Police said she was looking for Alomar, intending to kill
him and herself.
Alomar, who lives at the hotel
adjacent to the stadium, left the
game in the ninth inning because
police wanted to speak to him
immediately.
"1 left the game because sonicone was threatening me," said
Alomar, named to the All-Star
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Open. But he finished second in
the Masters four times and was
runner-up in the 1976 U.S. Open.
He also took second behind Nicklaus in the 1993 Senior Open.
Nicklaus figured he could
force a playoff with a final-round
67, but he knew it wouldn't be
enough if Weiskopf played up to
his potential. That's exactly what
happened.
"I felt like a 66 might win the
golf tournament — unless Torn
played really well. Obviously, he
played very well," Nicklaus said.
"I executed almost flawlessly," said Weiskopf, whose
13-under-par 275 was worth
$175,000.
Nicklaus hit a hole-in-one and
had five birdies, but he started

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all you( family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

A

Century 21)

753-9627

American Leer.
All Tense COT
Feat 01.11.401
Pct. GB
W
567 —
35
26
Boston
31
12
Devon
492 5
459 7
28
33
tiartimona
456
7
27
32
Nees Toe
23
36
TOI0010
390 11
Csintrei 01.1.1.041
W
L Pet GB
42
19
CW.W14.0
700 —
31
27
Kansas Cm
534 IS
454 144
27 32
CWC490
450 15
27 33
Memoloss
tll 43
MInnesoa
295 24'n
Wow Disown
W
I Pet. WW
35 27
565 —
27
Callorma
565 —
35
540
l'h
34
29
Oakland
3
32 30
Seasle
516
Sunday's Goatee
Boston 12 Detroit 11
Soemore 9 Toronto 7
Cleveland 7, hannaeols 0
Wawa. 7. Nevi Toni 6
Chcago 6 Kansas City 5 10 innings
Catdonsa 7 Pittard
SWIM 4 Texas 3
Monday'. Goatee
Nee Tore ((1Dowell 4-5) e Ctscago (Bete it-st.
605 p.
'
,
Texas (Rogers 6.3) W Cleveland (Nagy 1.4
605 p
Sean* (Soso 61) II Deleon Mine 6-3). 606
P
- lanneeces (Tapam 4-(4) II edernore Muslims
7-5), 635 p.m
Boston iSrrein 2-4) al Kansas City (Apple 11.3).
7 05 p rn
lA(1auluse (Bones 44) at Oakerid [ Stewon 341
6 15 pm.
Toronto (Cone 6.4) at Callon.. (Langston 61)
806 p.

from one town or another. That
is going to make for a lot of
unhappy people. As if the owners employing the threats cared.
There is such a laundry list of
greedy demands that its surprising cities still vie for
franchises. In Tampa Bay. the
City fathers built a stadium only
a few years ago to lure a baseball team. Now, they'll have to
find an addiuonal $50 million
to renovate it for the Devil
Rays. And they've already
signed a 30-year lease absorbing many of the costs while
turning over a significant cut of
the profits from every event
staged there.
"Our chase is over," Mayor
David Fischer said at the time
the city cut the deal. "Our
frustration is over."
But if the recent past is any
indication, it may just he
beginning.

seen football's Raiders and'
Rams abandon Los Angeles for
former NFL depots in Oakland

Louis, respectively.. Not
that the people on the Left
Coast have much to worry
about. Rumor has it that the
Arizona (most recently of St.
Louis) Cardinals, Cincinnati
Bengals, Seattle. Seahawks or
Tampa Bay Buccaneers — or
any combination thereof — are
aching to fill the void before
the season _after next rolls
around.
The idea is to pit one city
against another and see who
cries "Uncle!" first The owners win either way. According
to the latest count in Sports
Illustrated, more than three
dozen franchises across North
America are using a variety of
threats to wring concessions
and St.

Police detective Reg Pitts said
Miller met Alomar once before
but had no relationship with him.
She tried to phone Alomar over
the weekend and left a message
on his answering- machine, but
there was never a face-to-face
meeting.
"She was frustrated with her
attempts to develop a relationship
with him, and then developed this
intention," Pitts said.

(AMERICAN
the round five shots back and his
late surge did nothing more than
get him the runner-up check of
$103,500.
Seconds after his final shot
dropped into the cup, Weiskopf
gleefully accepted a hearty handshake from Nicklaus, who this
time . played the role of the gracious runner-up.
"I'm very pleased for Tom,"
Nicklaus said. "Torn has had a
hard time finishing golf tournaments, trouble winning when he's
played very, very well. He has
enormous talent, but just hasn't
been able to iget/.there."
Isao Aoki (TI) and Bob Murphy (70) tied for third at 280.
Hale Irwin and J.C. Snead shot
71s to finish at 282. Lee Trevino
had a 68 for a 283.

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

Cooper

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 industrial Rd. • Murrey • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin I Gerreld Boyd

TIRES

* * * ***** * * * * * * *

surtnr,R, pitteitoin
"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today! For Trial Program!

,trilerica
A mitt I

(502)753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

•

ar ains

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
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team Sunda) "She said she had
a pistol and she was going to kill
me. They took me out for my
own safety."
Tricia Miller, 31, a factory
worker from Port Hope, Ontario,
arrived at the hotel at 2 p.m. acting despondent. She asked hotel
security for medical assistance
and guards found the .22-caliber
revolver in her purse.

ea
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SAVE 1310!

alstionel League
Eons Olseion
L Pot. 013
W
31 23
OteladeMhe
623
Atlanta
590 2
36
25
Montreal
31
31
500 74
New Von.
23 39
371 154
Florida
21
36
356 16
Celina Divielen
W
1 Pct. GB
C.nonnot
39 22
639 —
Houston
33 27
550 54
Chicago
31
31
500 43
Phislounin
24
35
407 14
Si Loma
25 IS
397 15
West Clivelon
W
I Pct. GB
33
29
Colorado
532 —
Los Angeles
33
30
524
San Diego
31
30
506
1,4
San Frenosco
31
31
500 2
Sunday's Genie*
Montreal 7, 54006 6
ASenta 5. Phladelpho 3
Cincinnati 4. New Vont 1
41130011 5 PlItsbuign 3
Colorado 10. los Angeles 1
San Dego IS. San Francisco 3
Choc* 7 St Loam 6
Illondey's Games
Atlanta (Avery 2-5) W PNWeedinia ISoninKni
5-31 505 p m
San Pogo (Dishmsn 11)51 Fbonda (Stoke(1 5-7).
905 pm
San CIWKWC0 (Pont...ga) 5-2) al Cincinnati (61111.ow. 1.1). 635 p
5-21 at New 500(Puleapher

BOKU
FRUIT JUICE COOLER
Clear White Grape Raspberry,
Black Cherry White Grape or
Seven Fruit Blend - 46 oz

SCOTTIES
FACIAL
TISSUES
'Pkg. of 175

CAPRA

JAJ

SAKE Olaf

-

WM'
slur
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GET ONE

ipmrearro
Montreal (Henry 3.5) at St LOWS Morgan 3.31.

735 p.,,
NoLeton (Drab. 4-5) at Colorado (RM.rosio
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HAIR
COLORANT

,4\14

INSTANT
COUPoN

14L'31

Assorted Shades

SALE
PRICE 79t

VO5

Hail Storms
41frkStrike Without
Warning
Protect your crop investment and your income
with Crop-Hoil Insurance
Even if you hod a warning you'd be powerless
to stop the crop destruction that often results
from these devastating storms
When ..our crop is destroyed by hail, so is your
crop income for the year UNLESS you are-one
of the smart. modern farm managers who depend on Crop-Hail Insurance
With Crop-Hail protection, you hove peace-of.
mind financial secunty. and the necessary
dollars to maintain your farming operation
and plant again
Crop,Hall Insurance PAYS' The low cost coverage is a business expense that assures you
income-producing year, even- year
For more info'rmation, call or wnte

Jackson Purchase

4e Agricultural Credit Association
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753.5602

RURAL COMMUNITY
INSURANCE SERVICES
POWER OF COMMITMEN1

GELCAPS
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Coke
Reg

8 Diet

2

Liter

BUY

99

Golden Flake
0119C
Chips
6 oz All

Flavors

RINI

%MACS KESS rue son.rwas MU AND 0EPOINT1

For the Rite Aid Pharmacy near you... call 1-800 4 DRUGSTORES
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Proposals will be received by the Murray
Public Schools Board of Education at the
office of the Board, 208 South 13th Street,
until 1:00 p.m., Tuesday, July 11, 1995, for
the furnishing of all labor, materials, services and equipment to construct 1995
PAVING REPAIR, MURRAY PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, Murray, Kentucky.
Copies of the bidding documents may be
obtained from the Owner at the above
address or from the Engineers, Gingles and
Gingles, 2111 20th Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee 37212.
No bid, performance or payment bond will
be required.
Payment will be made within thirty days
after completion and acceptance ofthe work.
Any bid received after time setfor opening
of bids will be returned, unopened, to the
bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set
for bid opening, for a period of thirty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
WA. FRANKLIN,

SUPERINTENDENT
MURRAY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Only 5 Days To
Go Before The
Big "40". From
Southside To
Downtown Is
Where She'll Be
Found.

EXPERIENCED auto body
repairman excellent salary
and benefits Send resume
with phone number to P0
Box 1040K Murray Ky
42071

CANCER
INSURANCE

EXPERIENCED framing
carpenter and finish carCall
penter needed
753-8823 and leave
message

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy FOf free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local oterrn serves'

020
025

Maw
Personal
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon T Lea Pizza salads
gyros &
sandwiches
hot
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649 3804
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 $1 00 per
minute June a quality of
life month

OUTLAW Construction
REDUCE Burn oft fat while
We custom build log homes you sleep, Take Opal avail
& have log home supplies able Holland Drug 109 S
for the do it yourself person 4th St , Murray
Approval licensed general
conuactor with 25yrs exace
perience VA -FHA-2-10
Lost
HBW warranty For all your
And Found
log home needs call ShanLOST black & tan Fox
non learns 502-436-5210
Hound, answers to the
name of Ethel Believe to
be lost in New Concord or
Ky lake area Will give
reward D B Grubbs
436-5526

**4*******

I

SIDEWALK SALE DOWNTOWN ....

....

July 4th at

Bright's — Corn-Austin
D'Art Supply — Factory Discount Shoes
Humdinger's Florist — Jane's Attic
••••
Mr. l's-Lady i's — The Smart Stop
The Bookmark — Vintage Rose
'".'
**********

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Enroll Now Grades K-6
Located at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Near Southwest Elementary

753-6487

437-4432

PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE

To all interested citizens of Murray,
Kentucky, The Kentucky Department of
Local Government is accepting applications
under the 1995 Community Development
Block Grant(CDBG)Program. The following information concerning the CDBG program is available for public inspection:
A_ Amount offunds available and range of
activities that may be undertaken.
B. Estimated amount offunds proposed to
be used for activities benefiting persons of low and moderate income.
C. Plans for minimizing displacement of
persons as a result of activities assisted with CDBG funds and plans for
providing assistance to those persons
to be actually displaced as a result of
CDBG funded activities.
D. Records regarding the past use of
CDBG funds.
E. A summary of other important program requirements.
The above information is available in the
Clerk's office at City Hall, 5th and
Poplar, on July 3, 1995 through July 11,
1995 during regular business hours.
The City will hold a public hearing prior to
the submission of the application. The
public hearing will be held on Tuesday,July
11, 1995, at 5:00 p.m., at City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky. The main purpose of this hearing
is to obtain views on housing and community
developmnent needs, review proposed activities, review the proposed application,
solicit public comments and inform citizens
that technical assistance is available to help
groups representing low and moderate income persons in developing proposals.
City

COMMENTS ON APPLICATION

A copy of the CDBG application will be on
file in the City Clerk's office for citizen
review and comment during business hours
from July 5, 1995 through July 12, 1995.
Comments on the proposed application may
be submitted to the Mayor until July 12,
1995.
TDD 11-800-247-2510

DRIVERS Top starting
pay, pay for experience
bonusei & benefits pack
ape Assigned late model
equipment you take home
every 10-14 days Or
school grads welcome
Must be 22 with 1yr OTFA
Sign on bonus
CDLCall
hirer
upon
1 800 633 0550 ext
BD 13

LOST

Long. tall, Beagle

type, spayed female, white

EXPERIENCED oftice per
sonnel with medical num
arbce filing skills for busy
medical practice Pleasant
atmosphere competathe
wages Send resume to
P0 Box 1040L, Murray
Ky 42071
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed Call 753-6869
FULL time route position &
part time evening position
Apply at Lambert Vending
411 N 4th St Murray
FULL time gardener Du
ties include mowing trimming, mulching prunning
light landscaping Must be
self startable to follow di
rection Salary negotiable
Send experience & references to Pa Box 451
Murray, Ky 42071

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage. Earn $11,000-$16,000 or more
per year.
If intarested contact Jett Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times and
complete a resume. No phone calls please.

POSITION AVAILABLE
Immediate opening for advertising sales representative. Salary
plus commission, benefit package. Must be highly motivated,
dependable and self-started.
EOE. Call Mary Ann at 753-1916
for interview.

brown & black, hot pink
nylon collar, answers to
Sweet Pea. reward
753-6825
060

Hap
Wanted
$1000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Aladdin. Dept
45, 302 N A S Dr Suite
171, Corpus Christi, Tx
78418

SHONEY'S Inn seeking
experienced mantenance
person Please apply in
person for interview
$600 per week with no
•xperlenc• necessary!
Now hiring individuals interested in becoming professional truck drivers
with carrier paid training,
see our repressnative Friday to more information.
Call 1-800-467-3806.
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
APPLY now state certified
Southern Baptist teachers
K-6 Emmanuel Baptist
Academy, applications
avalable at Blood River
Baptist Association Building. Hardin. KY or,call
753-6487 or 437-4432.
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear
Tn a now hiring cooks, part
erne or full time Apply in
person after 11am
1-901 247 5798
CARPENTERS helper
must have experience
435 4294 leave message
CARPENTRY help
needed, experience pre
tarred Call 753-2316 after
&Pm
COOKS & dishwashers for
day & night shifts for Murray
& Hazel restaurants Apply
in person Ann's Country
Kitchen
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work
Must be a perfectionist
436-2766
WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe
Pans TN 901 62 4297

WANTED
DIE REPAIRMEN &
MOLD
REPAIRMEN with minimum
of 5 years experience.
Modem air conditioned facility. Paid
holidays and vacations.
Excellent
group medical and
40IK plan.,
Top
wages. Call Paris
Tool & Die Company,
Inc. *1 901-642-8574.

Murrus-Cuilouco C,,unh Hospital, a leader in
pincrding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northuest Tennessee, announces
the following Joh operunks

CARE TEACHER: Substitue
teacher needed. Must be able to workday
& evening shift. High scnool education
required. Associate degree in Early
Childhood/Elementary Education desired. Experience with pre-school children preferred.
CHILD

TRANSCRIPTIONIST:
RADIOLOGY
Full-time position. Previous experience
desired. Excellent typing skills required

For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
F mph,. r

'MAY
LLOWW
(XiNTY
HOSPITAL

.11'1 Popl,tr Street • Murray Kentucky-42071

IrNURSING OPPORTUNITIES!
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:

GENERAL Laborer Re
quirements are must be
honest hard worker, teace
able willing to work full
time Send beet resume &
phone number bo P 0 Box
1040J, Murray Ky 42071
HINTON & Sons Cash &
Carry now accepting applications tor full time delivery,'
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a yield
drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to D&T Foods
HOLLAND MEDICAL has a
full time opening for a Medical Equipment Technician
Responsibilities include
delivering and setting up
equipment and instructing
the patient on proper usage
of the equipment Applicants must be neat, dependable, and have an excellent
driving record Please respond in person at Holland
Medical, 905 Arcadia Circle
between the hours of 10am
and 1 pm on Wednesday,
July 5 or Thursday. July 6
You will be required to present a valid driving license.
No phone calls please

LEGAL SECRETARY The law firm of Hopkins &
Associates is seeking a
legal secretary Three
years of secretarial experience is required Prior legal
experience is preferred
Applicants must be profdent with WordPerfect and
have rascal...3're communication skills Mail resumes
with references in confidence to P 0 Box 1040-0,
Murray, Ky 42071. Resumes and telephone calls
will not be accepted at the
office An Equal Opportunity Employer
NEED houseboat cleaning
weekly, located at Ky Dam
(5021832-8132, P0 Box
39, Gilbertsville 42044
NURSES Aide/ CMA full
time 11-7, prefer experience but will provide training as State Certified Medication Aide Pleasant atmosphere good working
conditions Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr EOE
PART time afternoons 5
days, 5hrs per day, year
around Send resume to
P0 Box 1040H, Murray
Ky 42071
PART time yard work
Some panting & general
maintenance must be hard
working, energetic, dependable & able to work
without supervision Must
have own transportation
753-3018
PLAYERS wanted summer 8 ball league 3 man
team now forming League
begins July 18th Call
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303 for details
SAFETY advisors,
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon -Fri
9am-1pm
only
615-399-8269
SHONEY'S Inn is accepting applications for room
attendant Housekeeping
experience helpful but not
necessary Please apply in
person
FRONT help needed work
mornings Mon Sat Apply
in person Big B Cleaners,
Central Shopping Center
WANTED carpenter/ la
borer, no experience
necessary Must be willing
to learn 492 8723
WILDLIFE/ CONSERVATION JOBS Game wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp necessary Now hiring For info
call (219)794-0010 est
7159, Etarn to lOpm 7 days

Med/Surg: RN's 3p-11p, 11p-7a
Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: ORT
With Experience
Psychiatric RN: '7p-7a
We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)844-8257
or apply in person at:

C HENRY COUNTY
C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Domestic
Childcare
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates references
437 4064

1982 ECC
biewele or
baths new
ing low 2i

its
Mimes
OPP0thaWY

Hams
Furnishings

FRANCHISE for sale Es
tabished territories en Ky
In, II Mo 502 753 1300
9A 6P 100 year old Indus
try, 25 yew old company

BEDROOM suite 4pc 2
twin Dods with frame 2
waterbed mattresses 1
queen, 1 king with heater &
Wier color t v 2 maple
chest china cabinet wrth
light & glass shelves
492-8615

Help
Wined

Nodes

BY:

14x70 381
asking $5
call alter ;

inn

six
Lepl
Notice

12X65 3
remodeled
reed lot kai
753-6012,

tin
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH pad for good, used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h,
Murray
GOOD used mobile home,
3bri. 2 bathrooms Call
492-8314

COUNTRY blue couch &
chair excellent condition,
$200 759-9305 after 5pm
HIDABED couch $125
435-4236 after 5pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Musical
SPINET console piano for
mmediate sale Low
monthly payments Serious
inquiries only Subtract to
credit
approval
(930)635-7611
2•10

LARGE sofa chair, good
condition $150 Recliner
$50 436-2743

Ifordelkineous
BIG stock fiberglass many
colors & low price on it all
Come sea Paschall Salvage le mile South of
Hazel 498-8964

2011
Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650

Articles
For Sala

1985 SPIR
2br 2 bath
central he
excellen
489 2038

1990 CLA)
1 bath SI.
after 5pm

1994 131X
2br 1 bat
left Locali
dows $15

QUALITY
able seen
able prices
Homes,
Pans Tn
weekdays
6pm Send
One of the
eel dealer

Herm

10 FT SAT dish & C KU
receiver & decoder. $700
oho Call 753-3054 after
6pm

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

BIG sale on roll end of vinyl
floor covering Take whole
& save a lot Paschall Sal
sage,
mile South of
Hazel, 498-8964

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and. service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

BOGARD Trucking and Ex
caroling. Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446
FISHER Price stroller &
carrier, also baby boys
clothes size 0 6mo & all like
new 753-2067
FOR sale almost new wed
ding dress Call 759-2541
or 759-9215 leave
message
GE FULL size VHS cam
corder and accessories, tripod and bag included,
$400 16 cu ft Kenmore
chest type freezer, $250
Harvard 8' pool table with
cover, balls, etc , $475 25'
Sanyo color t v with remote. $150 DP exercise
bike, deluxe edition, $50
Oak Veneer entertainment
center, hold up to 25' t v
$40 Call 753-1660 after
5pm or leave message
GOOD dean used lawn
mowers, clearance prices
J D Cub Sears & others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247-4456
LARGE stock of paneling,
starting $4/sheet Paschall
Salvage,
mile South of
Hazel 498-8964
LARGE tame plums,
McKenzie Orchard Must
call to place order
753-9468 or 753-4725
LAWN mower, Dynamark
red 14hp 42" cut, Victaorange 15hp 43' cut
759-4634 or 759-4882
LAWN tractor, Ii hp, runs &
mows good, $250 Push
mower, $50 753-8292
LUMBER 2x4's low as
$1/ea Special price on full
units of lumber Paschall
Salvage 'e mile South of
Hazel 498-8964
MASTERCRAFT riding
mower, 12 horse 38 inch
cut grass bagger, needs
some work, very reasonable Call 753-3064
MOTORCYCLE helmets
camping supplies, work
boots Jerry's Sporting
Goods Mayfield
NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
ORLANDO 4 hotel nights
new Disney, use anytime,
paid $300- sell $99
502-329-0293
WHITE wicker day bed
new was $800, sell for
$125 Cosoo high chair,
$15 Sears grow with me
car seat, new $200, now,
$25 Dishwasher, 2yrs old
$125 759-3161

12x65 21
$23Ormo
water, see
& lawn
759-2570

Cot

Swe
'1.5(

Other
vegtab
121

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455.4199

ACCOUNTANT
Fisher-Price, Inc., a leader in the manufacturing of children's toys and juvenile products, is
seeking an experienced Accountant to join our
manufacturing facility in Murray, Kentucky.
The professional we're seeking will have a
minimum of 5-7 years accounting experience,
preferably in a high volume, consumer products
manufacturing environment.
Working with other Accounting professionals,
the incumbent will be responsible for assisting in
the preparation of budgets, performance reports,
capital project requests and in various other
typical accounting activities.
The successful candidate will have a BS/BA
degree in Accounting with appropriate financial
systems experience, as well as solid interpersonal and verbal/written communications skills.
For immediate consideration, please send
resume indicating current salary to:

Fisher-Price

Employment Manager
FISHER-PRICE; INC.
Rt. 2 Box 53A
Murray, KY 42071

Mate tam
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PEOPLES FIRST CORPORATION of Paducah.
Kentucky is accepting applications for an INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGER. This position is
responsible for the overall management of the
Technology Department. Duties include administering and coordinating the design, development, implementation and operation of automated information
systems, including WAN, LANS, Laser Pro, telephone system, and microcomputers Degree in
Computer Science or equivalent required, 3-4 years
experience in communication networks ander designing communication infrastructures, WAN, LANS
required Technical knowledge of hardware and
mechanical aptitude preferred. Knowledge of various
software programs in both Windows and DOS
environments for spreadsheet presentations and
required. Prior management/superwrd
visory experience
hence required and banking experience
Qualified
candidates may send resume to
preferred.

Peoples First Corporation
Human Resources Department
P.O. Box 2200
Paducah, KY 42002-2200
Affirmative Action Employer • 11,i'F,'VetOleabied

Inn
Business
Opportunity

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Local &
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly
Open 24 firs

Call 1-800-866-4588
BUSY convenience store &
restuarant in Coldwater,
owner retiring Consider financing to right party
489 2146 or after 7pm
489 2372

Fisher-Price'
In response to existing arid anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are $559 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for
8 and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of S8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42871
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer 114/1-/D/V
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

lemma

000 tor sale

oivoroorn newt,
12Aba
remodeled on h acre rented lot Must see at $5250
753-6012 leave message

SHADY Oaks 2 or 30r
electric or gas Walking de
area to college 753-5209

1985 SPIRAL Laser 14x70
2br 2 bath all appliances
central hia 18118 deck
excellent condition
489 2038

Weise

1990 CLAYTON 14x60 2br
1 bath $14,000 753-3446
after 5pm

>mole piano for
e sale Low
iyments Serious
wily Subtract to
approval
611

1994 BUCANEER 14x52
2a 1 bath, 3yrs warranty
lett Located in Fox Mee
does, $15.000 7539311
QUALITY homes, dependable service, and afford,
able price& Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc , Hwy 79E.
Pans, Tn 1 800-642-4891
weekdays till 8pm. Sat al
6pm, Sunday lpm till 6pm
One of the largest arid oldest dealerships

allitnisan

fiberglass many
w ace on it all
r, Paschall Salmile South of
1-8964

2811

CARE
RANCE

qualify for
.y we offer
it Policies.
it Policies
10 plans
nefits. We
an "almost
olicies will
ilable pre-

1E2

MOBILE Home Village
$80ario. water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
craves & walks Trash pick
up & aty water $100imo
492 8488

UNIVERSITY Square
space available central
gas central air, sky light
retail and'o office space
high traffic area 753 1492
ask for Loretta

Business
Rentals
1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753-6106 753-3258

Mobile
Homes For Rant
12x65 2BR furnished
$230/mo lease & deposit
water, sewer, trash pick-up
& lawn care included
759-2570 or 753-3860

OFFICE or retail building
zoned 82 approx 1600 sq
Is, NE corner 13th & Pop
Ian Call 753-6001

1BR dose to university &
hospital some U01100S paid
753-8756
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285?mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9pm

1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU partial utlines
furnished Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen Irving room
& bathroom facilites Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR apt in town, no pets,
deposit & references required
753-87.55,
753-8854

Sweet Corn

, duplex,
2BR. bath &
1909 Wiswell Rd 759-1506
or 753-6266

Other varites of sweet corn &
vegtables available soon.

2BR duplex central Ilia.
available now, $375/mo
Coleman RE 753-9898

121 North Graves/Calloway
County Line Road
Open 7 days a week

2BR duplex central he
753-8067 or 492-8850
2BR Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat available
now $300imo Coleman

ency

/ ALPINE
NxidrordOzgab.

KY

-,455.4199

RE, 753-9898
2BR upstairs apt 113,4 S
13th St. deposit & lease,
no pets 753-6001 leave
message

,
clarion

Tapes
CD's
licir2112w°12:1=1:1=21 Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

kNT

a manufacturt products, is
int to join our
Kentucky.
will have a
experience,
mer products

763-0113

DLL1cland Center
vw-

)rofessionals,
or assisting in
lance reports,
various other

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

LARGE lbr apt, 2 walk in
closets, closer than dorms,
very low utilities, $225imo 1
person $250/mo 2 people
753-2339 or 753,8767

502-759-1333,

MUR-CAL Apartments now
applications For
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759,4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

accepting

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

It Manager
lICE; INC.
ox 53A
(Y 42071

Business on
a Budget?

v)noas pIPMa

1
ki
00
0

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rote Effective April 1. 1995
Call 753-1916 lot details.

irst

of Paducah,
in INFORMAns position is
rment of the
le adininisteralopment, imad information
-ver Pro, tele; Degree in
red, 3-4 years
ks andior deWAN, LANS
iardware and
dge of various
vs and DOS
intations and
tementeuperig experience
ind resume to

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in,
duded, rent based on Income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Anytime By Appointment

lave a BS/BA
rate financial
;did interpercations skills.
please send
to:

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
wrth carport, gas heat appliances, no pets, deposit,
lease, 1817 Ridgewood.
$425irno 753-7457

Opportunity
502-354-8888

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

rrir,

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
MEE3031:2111
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

-8YR OLD App good with
luds excellent Bail horse
horse and 2 saddles
$1,500 firm 759-4978
PASTURE space available
for 2-3 horses Beauttul
riding space full care possible 436-5572 after Opm
ask for Jennifer

Apartments
For Rent

DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
$95,,rno including all utili- 1BR, nice available now,
ties Also nice suite of of- Coleman RE 753-9898
fices with windows,
$595imo including all (Mi- 1 OR 25r apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
nes 753 1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308 N 12th, next to
Faye s 753-9212

13YR OLD gelding 153
Reg Bay Quarter Horse
broke for kids $1,400
436 5051 ash for Mary

Campos
BEAUTIFUL flat tot al
underground city ublibes including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesborough $13900 753 2339

HOUSE an acreage 2 296
753 1300 10, 6p
489-2116 7p Kip For sale
or rent barns large a c
burley dark fired 753-1300
489-2116

1976 EL CAMINO oariverti
ble for sale sharp
753-8738

SOUTHWEST area 1
sae building lots each with
20011 road frontage, re
stricted
$12,500
435-4548 after 5pm

NEW 2 story brick home in
city, 4br 24 bath
759-2571 435 4013 or
435-4040

4Prn

ass
Farms
Few Saha

320

1 2,3BD ape Furnished
very nice near MSU No
753 1 252
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

.

y,

Itorext

Can
Jury 21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors 753 1492 ask tor Trna

NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753-9866

Opening for Season

-ate quote.

OFF +Lt.

$350i1HOphs deposit

RETAIL or Orifice Spacer
S Side Shopping Center
75f 4509 or 753-6612

Mobilo
Homo Law For Res

County Line Produce

t A- or A+
a the best

Liverame
I Sumba

Weems
Rentals

Mob**
home For Rant

1982 ECON 24x52 doublewicle on lot 3W 2 full
baths new 12x16 autbuild
rig, law 20 s 753 6963

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Durgiud Dr
NICE 3br apt central h/a.
located on campus, closer
walk than dorms to MSU.
very, very low utilities, 2
people $400imo, 3 people
$450/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767
NOW renting, lbr apts
$210imo 753-6716
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 13am-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY n be 2a 1 bath, central gas heat. electric air,
appliances furnished,
$425irro, 1 mo deposit, 1yr
lease, no pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

AKC SIBERIAN Husk
pups reds, black, grey with
white markings, $200
(502)376-2828 call after
6pm
BASSETT Hound puppies
$75/ea 435-4420
DOG obedience classes or
preate Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
Aon
Produce
BLUEBERRIES for sale,
$600 a gallon u pick or I
can pick For more informa
ton call 901 782 3181
COPELAND Orchard
peaches & nectannes now
available 2 miles West of
Mayfield off Hwy 80
502 623 B312

Real
Eget*
10 ACRES near Green
Plains Church. good young
timber, very private. $8,950
easy terms 759-1922
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Really 753 5086
HALEY Appraisal Service,
Bob Haley state- certified
Call 489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waibng to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling.
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents 01 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty proles
sional real estate management residential cornmercial,(allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost cutting neeirpancy rn
proving move 753-44.44

Lake
Property
NEW on market 3 water
font lots in secluded area
of lake Great place to get
away from it all Priced to
move at $25 000 Call Professional Real Estate
759-1591
OUTSTANDING waterfront
residence with beautiful
view, boat dock, large great
room, 2 fireplaces, spacious master suite, 3 decks,
designer decor & much
more Located in a prime
waterfront area close to
Murray Price lust reduced
make your dream a reality'
MLSI 3000229 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753,1222

8. ACRES Hamlin/ New
Concord area Near Ky
Lake Beautiful site for
home or cabin 436-5713

103 ACRES all fenced in,
surveyed 2 barns a garage
2 small buildings, tool shed
3br doubJewide with house
roof & carport added, pond
stocked with fish Shown by
appointment only
436-5648
33 ACRES stocked lake
fenced pasture greenhouse,14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753-9898

AYLOR BUIL
- NO DOW N

tment

1622 FARMER 4br 1 bath
garage, appliances
washer & dryer, $4951mo
316 N 6th. 3br 14 bar.
appliances, washer
dryer, $430imo 762 44,
from 8-4pm

\

!CM
ettilsa bled

rut ti,kt liii titttx
'33,100 U
/555 sq. ft. BRICK home. Three bedrooms,2 full baths, 28' great room,eat-in
kitchen, large master suite, vaulted ceiling,fireplace,central heat & air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space. Garage, basement and other options available

portunities,
)r positions

1.- I0 p.m.)
xl S5.30 for
nent offer a
t package.
toymakers,

Now Offering A
100%
Money-Back
Gaaraister.
Aik For Detail.

BUILDING
CORPORATION

CYLOR

of America
U. U.,,,,.

5•1taf

With

PUrthase

of Geroge

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 800-589-3802

3BR brick, central he. near
MSU, stove & refrigerator,
$495/mo Also 2br trailer, 8
miles North, $275/mo.
stove & refrigerator, references 753 3942

160
For Rant
Or Leese
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Conte
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
NEW mini storage for rent
AN sizes Call Neon Beach
Mini Storage 753 3843

NEW affordable homes
2-3br in city Starts at mid
50s financing available
payments less than rent
Sidewalks storm sewers
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444 ,
NEW home Coles Campground Rd 31* 2 bath cen
tral gas & electric 1900sqft
Irving area on 1 22 acres
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
dean Call 492 8566 after
1987 MAZDA BX 7 turbo
56p very good condition
502 527 9554
1988 HONDA Prelude Si
mew Cal 436-2778
1989 BERETTA GT V6
loaded moonroof extra
clean, 74 XXX miles
$6,960 753 7668

GREAT retirement or sty
ter home situated on 1 pin,
acres Neat 2br vinyl side
home built in 1986 Centr,,
h'a with detached 1 4 ea
garage, priced at $49.50
Call Professional Real Er
tate 759-1591

1990 TOYOTA Camry DX
wagon automatic power
package 35 XXX miles
$8,950 753-7668

2128 Southwest Drive In Southwest Villa
2,186 sq. ft., 3 br., 2 ba., wrlpool , Peachtree
windows, gas heat, gas hot water heater, 9 ft
ceilings, double garage
Available in July. Call Janet Housden at 71 'In7e

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKIN6
ions!
•Kitchen Cabinets & 'vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Center,
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N oil, St (next to Wetter Plaster) • Murra
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. LK

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or

1993 2DR GEO Metro Sap,
753 5228
leave message

water damage or replace your rooting

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

1993 NISSAN Maxima
GXE -excellent condition
53,XXX miles $14 000
obo 435-4003

FREE EsUmates: 753-8343

1994 CUTLASS Supreme
SI, 2dr, white low mileage
Call 753-4419 after 5pm
1994 DODGE Intrepid
hunter green, 30,XXX
miles. loaded, 914,700
436 5051 ask for Mary or
436 2299

"

"

T

Tree Remova,
It 414. s

1988 DODGE mini van.
good condition. $3.000
753-314.3.

Landscaping

Tree Service c'ea'uP S"'Ice

Yard "'
IN
Hedge Trroling

1992 CHRYSLER Town &
Country mini van loaded
still under warranty
79,XXX miles, $16,500
492-8737

Tree Tninmtng

Free Estedes

•

Light Hauing,

Etc

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed 8 Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOCWORK/NG

1985 FORD 150 XLT, pickup, p/b,
a/c, camper
top, 46.350 miles, battery
lyr old, good tres, $6,500
753-4825

All Typo* Of.

Custom Woodworking
arid

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our ..horoo,:tm •

1989 FORD Ranger, 6cyl,
5sp, ac, am/fm stereo,
100 XXX miles 753-9240

406 Sunbury •

(Banuid Bunny Brood)
753-5940

liVray

•

DL'I-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
'6.00 per week - (13 week minimilm)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP
SEPIVIC TANK CLEANING

Call for an appointment

753-2962
Insured

Completely Mobile

ST
CONSIE.
For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs
15 Years Experience
For Free Estimate Call

s

492-8723
Leave Message

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

David's Cleaning Services

Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding

We Specialize in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

liroorl, Windows, Door Track & Troleys. and :nsulaton
to, Metal Buildrigs

Commercial Waste

Disposal
MI Typen of Refuse Scrva-r,

800-585-6033
1;
lIrtil Stewnri, Route Manner

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
800 number first When

the
you hear a recorded message,
enter the Access Code 85

Jim caytor
Ronnie England

INSURANCE
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Dots Your Policy l'my IOU%
of the Dedoctible0

YOU are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does not pay Se9h on part ArSIO0 on Part 11
Call me for mere information
1.A1M111.1bA ; I t )1( MY CI IENTS
FREE

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

ii

ryf,ce (5021 489-7122
Hon,
'Y72! 409 27ldhataWciytoStarttheWer:

Ilultorworth Ild 1Hwy 259)
Murray KY fl?c!"1

- Dial Now
Actverise Here:
Did you know
you could advertise t,
double spot here for
only $12 per week?

Ddlid 7/6D-3D3-(P
AT rr_31c311s-)-.
Ask for Karen or Melis,

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
isimawieseem

"wu

7- -

QUO SertICE \;br

24 Hour SKY&

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathroomc

Call 753-6869

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

air, $5,000 obo

Lou V. McGary

far tree quote or collimating.

STORM DAMAGE??

1992 PASEO silver
53,XXX miles clean great
car but must sell 753 6465
$8.900 obo

M & M Remodeling
Service
Te blip yew pies year New Midi., or Bathroom

t989 20FT HYDRA
Stream fish & ski boat with
2 depth finders Evinrude
motor XP200 engine ex
cellent condition
489 2250

1992 MITSUBISHI Galant
silver/ gray, any reasonable
offer considered
753-3028

Dr. Mary Brocringmeyer
Chiropractor

_
FOR SALE - NEW HOME

1963 OUACHITA 95/hp
Johnson $600 753-0632

CLASSIFIED

1992 LUMINA 4dr Z34 low
mileage 1987 GMC S 15
pick-up,extra cab 4x4
489 2183

MURRAY 753-9224

Tratiltr

1980 20 HERITAGE cam
per sell contained au extra
Nal Carl be Wen at 1303
Story Avenue 436 5373 or
7536538

FOR sale 13 ton Chevy
dump truck 12,500 26 ton
tandem dump truck needs
a motor but hag 10 good
ties $2 500 18ff trihull
boat and tandem trader
Sr 000 All in good condi
lion Call alter 8pm
901 642 0784
•

1992 GRAND Am SE sport
coupe cd, amlm sunroof
low mileage white'red
very nice 492 8189

7 Days Per Week

PI 1111 1: :

FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silvered° black& gray with
grey interior loaded
79 XXX miles 527 5294 all., 5pm

1989 OLDS Cutlass Calais
good condition 435-4154

FOR sale by owner undi
construction Ready for yr,
July 15th 3br, 2 bath, mar
ter bathroom has whirlpor
9ft ceilings, hardwoi
floors, custom cabinet,
fireplace lots of closet
3,000 sq ft in SouthweVilla Subdivision Call nc.
at 753-4873

38R house on Poplar St for
rent 753-3,300
3BR patio, wid hook up
nice yard, no pets
$435/mo 753-6931

NEW 3tir homes priced in
70s& 80s financing avail
able will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm

PEACE 8 privacy can be
460
yours with this immaculate
Hornet
2br home on 23 acres Several out buildings included
For Sale
Great location offered at
2BR 1 bath home on 2
$97,500 MLS*3000254
acres has 20x24 garage &
Contact Kopperud Realty
has been remodeled west
753-1222
of Murray. $35,000
SPACIOUS immaculate 2
382 2485
•
story house at 1604 Tabard
2BR 1 bath, large lot. in Dr (Martin Hts ) 4 5br,
town, guaranteed housing
great room with fireplace,
ban available up to 100% formal dr, large kitchen, 2
financing available Call full baths, 2 1.4 ) baths. 4yrs
759-2001
Grey's old, many extras sell by
Properties
owner 753-1954
2BR 1 bath carpet, deck, VERY attractive 3lic 2 bath
utility room, dose to unrver- doublewbe mobile home
say 759-1675
with brick foundation
2BR brick lust outside city cathedral ceilings fireplace
limits, sunroom, carport, in living room, $44,000
central tua, $67,900 Cole- MLS*3000318 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
man RE 753-9898
753-1222
3-4BR brick, 1'4 bath, 1 car
garage over
acre lot WALK to class, MSU, basketball, McDonalds and
Lynnwood Estates
the Dairy Queen and sal
$70,000 753-6561
live on one of Murray's
3BR duplex for sale
most beautiful streets On
753-5114.
bilve Blvd , we have a 5br 3
bath house, 2 story home
38R duplex for sale
with formal living & dining
753-7947
room, family room with fireFOR sale by owner 3 or place, newly remodeled, all
4br, 2'4 baths, 9-10ft ceil- white kitchen with beautiful
ings, hardwood floors_ view island, plus a full study
thru gas fireplace, whirlpool Price reduced- immediate
bath, 16x24 master bed- possession 4 large beautiroom, lots of closets In ful lots all with trees in
Southwest school district Gatesborough Call Pete
with city utilities, on 2 acres Waldrop at Shroat & Wedwith 30x30 shop Must see rbp Real Estate 753-9662
this home Call now at or 753-7249
753-4873.
470
4. ACRES, 4br brick, 2700
sq ft. sunroom, central
hilotoircydes
hie, barn fenced for horses,
3mi south of Murray, 1990 YAMAHA Virago 550,
looks bigger, only 2,500
$119,000 753-1901
miles, as new, $2,500
48R plus attached large 753-4437
lbr apartment, hardwood
floors fabulous storage, 1994 BIG Bear 4 wheeler,
over 2500 sq It near 4x4 with winch. excellent
condition, both set of racks,
MSU, $84,900 753 8661
$4,500 492-8761
FOR Investors, 2812 sq II
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub
Rental income
$1100i'mo Pnoe $130,000
492-8516 or 762-7221

Lowest Rates In Town
Weekly or Monthly Rates

.Ion

11

1995

JULY 3

Ill

280
War
14011b011 Fa Sale

1400 3BR northern built
asking $5,000 759 2501
call after 2pm

MONDAY,

•-"ki

MONDAY. JULY 3. 1995

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

441

Serviette
Celered

Nos
& Motors

CROSSWORDS

HOROSCOPES
X1 • J1.•1 i 4. 1995
-1 ,ir %our prevrnalitcd daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
birth. call I-9(8.1-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
nunute.i
At
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE can be your most festive Fourth of
NEXT l'EAR OF YOUR LIFE: July ever! Turn on the charm in
Honing your communication skills social affairs. Set off some romantic
will boost your earning potential. fireworks of your own. Reveal the
Focus on long-term success. The love you have felt for a long time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If
year 1996 brings new travel opportunities. Friendship could blossom someone seems unyielding, try a litinto romance next March. Children tle tenderness. You will be delighted
may he more accepting of a step-par- at the change! Your intuition is right
ent than...),nu think. Avoid borrowing on target where a creative endeavor
trouble. A positive approach is essen- is concerned. Make a major decision
tial when introducing major changes with confidence.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
it home OF work. Offer incentives.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Circumstances somehow manage to
THIS DATE: jazz trumpet legend place you in the limelight. Receive
Louis Armstrong. actress Gina Lol- the applause and recognition with
lobrigida, talk show host Geraldo your usual poise. A healing massage
soothes frazzled nerves or weary
Rivera. tennis player Pam Striver.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): muscles. Spend the evening with
Discretion Is the better part of valor family- and friends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
today. Your unconventional, independent streak may be upsetting to 211: A glamorous individual or idea
someone who sees things in black could sweep you off your feet. Do
not let wishful thinking color a busiand white.
TAuRus (April 20-May 20): ness decision. Use your powers of
he next few days could be quite persuasion to convince loved one to
hectic. Parcel your time and energy do the right thing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
isely. Steady efforts in the arts will
bring fruitful rewards. Avoid people Say "no" to your workaholic inclinations and take a needed break!
who like to rain on your parade.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): Although a short trip will give you a
Compromise is almost always nec- breather, entertaining at home also
essary. Be practical. Make the most sounds appealing. Ask loved ones to
of your inventiveness by suggesting help you prepare dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
new approaches. Certain forms of
Your mate's or partner's role
escape are constructive.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): deserves greater recognition.
Getting outdoors may be just what Romance takes precedence this
the doctor ordered. Spending the day afternoon. Do not be vague when it
at the beach or a special exhibit gives comes to meeting your obligations.
family members something new to Promises should be kept. A longtalk about. Diplomacy is vital when distance call is appreciated.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Do
differences of opinion arise.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A great not confuse determination with stubday to celebrate with family and bornness. Be persistent but flexible.
friends. Share the cooking chores at Versatility will make you a winner
a barbecue or picnic. A former flame in business enterprises. Small social
could re-enter your life. Play hard to gatherings are favored over larger
get until sure of your feelings.
.• ones this evening. Share the cooking
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): This chores.
It
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7-30 1995 United Feature Syndicate
22 TV's Whriey
waves
Gilbert
7 City in
24 Astaire ID
Gerrnany
25 - Johnson
8 Teti
26 Nolan 9 Here tFr
27 Totals
10 Insect
28 TV's Len
It Draft agcy
Luthor
17 Asner ID
29 Sandwich
19 As tar as
meat
8 9 io II
30 Popeye-s
trend Olive
14
32 The Wind in
the
33 Proceeded
36 Greek letter
37 Singer

51 --fault
52 Once more
93 Actor Rip 54 To - is
human
55 Defaces
56 Snick and --57 Sleep stage

rank labor I

If
lik

labor

DOWN
1 Weeps
2 - Penman
3 Locklear on
-Melrose
Place'

symbol
34 Tantalum
symbol

4 Sicilian
resort

35 Sturdy fabric
37 Barbara Geddes

5 - Costello
6 Rode the
5

4

3
2
't 1.1.
il2

6

7

13
1

16

15

2o

1

18

24

35

2

26

,

28
31

IP!

Michael 23

2

21

OUTREEDNA
I L rY

44 H
47 Colloquial

73 At a distance
27 -- rule
29 Newman fiirr
30 Eared seal
31 Author Lawrence
32 Course
33 Alkaline

1

38

ON

41
44

42

992 CREST Savannah

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Bellows
40 Pea hoods,
41 Earth
go0oess
42 - to beep

Sp woman
4 Diflament
8 Pen points
12 Electncal unit
13 Entre tit High cards
15 Ms Arthur
16 Chad-care
places
18 Chnstmas
visitor'
20 'Cape
21 Accomplish
22 Eisenhower s

51

'49 I
52

53

54

55

56

57

38 lnsh -(dog)
40 - de our
(dishes of the
day)
41 -Joe (doll)
43 Hesitation
sound
44 Skin ailment
45 Center
46 Damage
47 - a
Camera'
48 Genetic
material
(abbr

semi 306 pontoon boat
Custom made canvas
camper ericretwre that Zip&
Sown lo screens for cress
erg or is removable 1191p

Yamaha outboard motor
,nckeass gas grill ports
pony built ri ice chest

stereo registered capacity
22 persons Boat is in es
(Mem condition and has
seen late use $14000
Cal to see at 759 4396
1993 YAMAHA Waverun
net III 753 0890
1995 DAYTONA Tiger
Shark trailer Ole Jacket
cover included 753 7842
after 5pm
BASS boat 1988 Hydra
Sport, 60hp Johnson motor 2 depth finders John
son trolling motor excellent
condition $4 800
753-7728 after 6pm
HYDRO- Sport bass boat,
156, new seats 8 carpet, 2
depth finders live well
cooler, 50hp Johnson trolling motor, $3.250
474-2003
NEW 1995 YAMAHA 1100
Raider, $6875 no tax
4,37-4723 or 437-4639
PONTOON boat 70hp mo
tor recent new floor new
upholstered seats excel
lent condition $3,600
247-0167 after 5pm
SEADOO S 94SP, $3.875
1993 GTX 3 seater,$4.750
1993 XP. $4 475 1989 SP
$2795 437-4723

49 Cash ending
50 Anger

CLASSIFIED

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
1.3,•,.77' .r.:_r ZO EE)11,
-

NICE

IT'S SOWER'

CALI 6E1' THREE SNORT
Mot,ITHS To CsOOF OFF.'
IN NOT GONG TO WASTE
THESE PREGJOUS DAIS
5EK3104G Boars,

SUMMERS ARE FOR
‘/E6ETAT'iNG''51670 lIlh
THE TI SNOWS ARE SERLIIS
AND THE 140155 ARE SEOLELS'

CATHY ---r,r,ALLi ELEGANT E ALLURING FEMALE BUSINESS TRAVELLER'

r=

tiet 1487

NECt, EVERYONE
KNOWS ITS NOT
ENTIRIANNENT
UNLESS IC:A.1CW
517 114 114(ARK
*265 EKr

INE MALE RESFGNSE

SMOLDERING ENE SWLEUP
STRONG, YET POUTS LIPS

1 SFAR
5€5,
PEEK.8•8003t05Utsi

PowEit LINGERIE

541.1-4 45... soott,511GATED 8tASTIER

8001-riel.Die6 JACKET

Cal id9413849

TANTALIZINGLS CORiN SKIRT

NAKED HOSE

ULTRA- GuilmosouS STRAPPI
STILETTO KEELS

9e55-6577,E6/eV,

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFrELO
TOOANS THE PAu WE
WART A NEW ROLL
OF PAPER TOWELS!

PAL.
I 414,
ARE 40U
OIKA4P

04,1 DON'T KNOW,
JON. 1 SO LOOKED
FORWARD TO THIS,
AND NOW THAT ITS
WERE, I GUESS I'M
A SUFFERING, FROM
POST- PAPER TOWEL
DEPRESSION.

HEEEI-0
ARE gOLI
PICKING)
ON ME?

A1 At A TREE SERVICE' LAMB 1340.1615 Tflie Sm
hedge trimming, larxIscap vice 502 436 5744
wig muldkng & mulch haul
LAMB Brother Home im
rig gutter cleaning Clean
up funk. gartage Odd fobs ;movements remodeling
siding
also Al household moving &Odeons rooting
Free estimates Tim Lamb free esernawis 436 2269
436-5744.
ume S Tree Service tree
A 1 Tree professionals trimming & removal haulStump removal Dee spray ing etc 4362269 Paul.
wig serving Murray Cello LAWN care, mowing & tamway County since 1480 along 436-2528
Free estimates 436-2247
mowed
LAWNS
or 492-8737
(502)759 3133
mow
lawn
Lamb's
A
A arid
OcsnIng
irig, light hauling tree trim LEE'S Carpet
carpets upholstery tree
ming Mark 436 2528
estimates 753-5827
ALCOA vinyl siding & trirn
for electric and
Replacement windows Bill LICENSED
gas 753-7203
Speed 492 8103
CONALL arming hauling, mow MB GENERAL
& MAINTEirig. tree work, funk clean STRUCTION
carpentry, paintup, cleaning out gutters NANCE
ing electrical siding other
Joe 436-2867
malt
apt
&
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp (502)4362819 fax or
foundations, slabs. sidew modem avail
abs driveways buildings, MOODY'S mower repair
remodeling, repairs, AGC
pick-up and delivery
certfed 489 2214
753 5668
fur
ANTIQUE refinishing
delrvared Murray
Future repair & custom MULCH,
area 436-5560
woodworking 753 8056
all
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- PAINTING int ext free
niture repair & custom types of home repair
estimates Call anytime
woodworking 753 8056
436-5032
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major PLUMBING repairman with
manufacturers Al) work same day service Call
and parts warranted Ask 436-5255
for Andy at The Appliance PRESSURE washing, vinyl
Works, 753 2455
houses, house trailers, tree
APPLIANCE SERVICE estimates Call 489-2375.
Kenmore Westinghouse, REMODELING and InsurWhirlpool 30. years ex- ance repairs. Call us for
BOBBY all your construction
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
no•ds. Service Pro.
BACKHOE SERVICE 759-1774.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank ROCKY Colson home reinstallation, repair. replace- pair, plumbing roofing. sidment 759-1515
ing & additions All type
BACKHOE Service- ROY home & mobile home reHILL Septic system, drive- pair Free estimates
ways, hauling, foundations, 474-2307
etc 759 4664
ROOFING and painting
TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, home-loving and reluctant to
BACKHOE Service com- interior exterior etc , 25yrs
plete foundations septic experience 10% discount leave the nest. Many of them will dissolve into tears on the first day of
474-0107.
citizens
systems R H Nesbitt, Con senior
school or when leaving for summer camp. Wise parents will be patient even
structon Phone 492-8516 SEAMLESS gutters inwhen annoyed by these youngsters' clinging.
pager 762-7221
stalled, residential or comWEDNESDAY,JULY 5, 1995
BOATS for rent, call for mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
rates and kinds also utility 753-6433
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
trailers 753-3547
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Look forward to a red-letter day!
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
The travel bug will bite! Save Teamwork boosts sales. Showing
BOSS Plumbing Service Removal Insured with full
money for a long-anticipated vaca- impatience could land you in hot
Installation and repair, all One of equipment Free estion. Romance will have its ups and water with influential people. Bide
work guaranteed timates Day or night,
753-5484
753-1134 or 436-5832
downs throughout the summer and your time. Romance needs more
fall. December finds you eager to time to develop.
BUILDER, new homes, ad- THE Gutter Co Seamless
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
reconcile with older relatives.
ditions, garages, framing aluminum gutters variety
Make the most of an intriguing short conference with an attractive
starting at $2 a square ft of colors Licensed, inemployment opportunity. The year newcomer could unleash thoughts of
Sorry no roofer or cabinet sured Estimate available
maker Tripp Williams 759-4690
1996 will get off to a flying start if romance in your mind. Investigate
753-0563
you team up with someone whose launching a new business. An older
TODD Roofing, tree estitalents compliment your own. Be person wants to join forces with
BUSHHOGGING blade mates Call 492-8657 day
you. A third party offers capital.
supportive.
work, Lawn mowing & wee- or night
deating 489-2077
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
WALTER'S Contracting,
CARPET & Upholstery Gerald Walters, owner. THIS DATE: actress Katherine financial break sends your spirits
cleaning Special $25 00 Vinyl siding painting, Helmond. actress Shirley Knight, soaring. The success of a creative or
per room Free ScotchGard decks, additions, roofing. legendary circus showman P.T. Bar- artistic venture could lead to your
Deodorizing 20yrs experience, free estiown business. Be wary of a fastnum, ballet dancer Eliot Feld.
•
mates 753-2592
1 502-436-2654
ARIES (March 21-April 19): talking stranger who offers you
CARPORTS for cars and WANT to mow yards Call Learn the art of saying "no" without something for noting!
SAGITFARICS.(Nov. 22-Dec.
putting people's backs up. An
trucks Special sizes for 753-8908
offer may be hard to resist. 21): Others want to hop aboard your
motor home boats. RVs
repairing attractive
VCRWOOD
protecthem if they will be
and etc Excellent
s camcorders, micro- Do not fall for the world's biggest success train. Let
tion high quality, excellent vcr
con job! Protect innovative ideas an asset! Be cautious about approvFri
Mon1-5,
9-12,
waves
value Roy Hill 759-4664 free estimates 753-0530
ing a budget change or signing docuwith patents. copyrights.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ments. Professional advice helps you
CARROLL'S Custom gar ZEBS VCR Repair- free
den tilling, grader blade estimates cleaning $15, With several options to choose from, make more-informed choices.
work, bush hogging lots average repair, $30. pick the one that speaks to your
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
estimates
free
common sense. A conflict between 19): Be enthusiastic. A passive or
753-3557
502-492-8622
co-workers will require your full neutral attitude will not bring your
what you want. Get involved in proattention. Love is in bloom.
CARP'S Mobile Home Ser
vice, Kool seal roof coating DAVID'S cleaning serGEMINI (May 2I -June 20): jects that capture your imagination.
brick,
special also do und&pin- vices We clean vinyl,
Creative thinking and musical talent Intelligent concessions will improve
drive ways, sidewalks, mo- come to the fore. Make good use of a key relationship. Music and art
rung 502 489 2499
bile homes, R V 759 4734
your manual dexterity. Visit a stimulate your creativity.
CHIM Chum Chimney
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IS):
Sweeps has 10% senior DRYWALL, finishing, re- favorite bookstore if interested in
A good diet and daily exercis-e will
citizen discounts We sell pairs additions and blow- leaming more about world events.
4761
753
chimney caps and screens ing ceilings
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): improve your outlook as well as
435-4191
J & C AirCraft Engines now Trust your intuition: it is right on your appearance. New customers
COUNTERTOPS, custom doing annual inspection target. Welcomed financial news respond to your cooperative attitude.
Homes, trailers. offices and general aircraft mainte- arrives by fax or mail. Romantic Research other employment opporWulff's Recovery Murray nance At J & C Antique partner may not be happy about a tunities within your profession. Short
Airfield Hwy 80 East of recent decision. Compromise.
436-5560
business trips will prove useful.
Brewers & West of Hardin
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Getting
Heating
S
CUNNINGHAM
Call before you come in.
better organized will help you Welcome help from a third person in
and Cooling Service Com- 1-502-527-2208
plete installation and seraccomplish everything you set out to settling a dispute with a co-worker. A
vice Call Gary at KITCHEN CABINET RE- do. A family member or good team -effort will benefit everyone.
FACING Make your old neighbor lends a hand with house- You triumph over long odds. Consid759-4754
new again with Formica Al
CUSTOM bulldozing and colors, free estimates hold chores. New business opportu- eration is the key to happy romance.
Be willing to make sacrifices.
backhoe work septic sys- Wulff's Recovery, Murray, nities present themselves.
tems, 354 8161 after 4pm, KY 436-5560
Sholar
Horace
TODAY'S CHILDREN are known for their understanding nature. Open-minded and sympathetic, they are eager to believe the beAt of people.
Occasionally, this trust will be abused. They cannot stand seeing others suffer and go all-out to help those in need. A career in social work is a strong
employment possibility.
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Dial-A-Serowe is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in
the classifieds You get a 2x1
display ad„ regularly priced at

$12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995
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Over 25 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Sales E. Installation
Tern Yr
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
•
Hwy €41 l'h Moles South d Murray to Tom Taylor Road Rght 1500 yard,

753-7728
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Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

PEANUTS
TuOU6i-ir A SANDBOX la./iX
SUPPOSED TO HAVE A SI4OVEL
AND A PAIL AND A HOE AND A
RAKE, AND A TRACTOR AND
A DUMP TRUCK
_

(A/I-IERES TI-IE SHOVEL AND
THE PAIL AND THE HOE AND
TliE RAKE AND THE TRACTOR
AND THE DUMP TRUCK?!

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Mcmter Cord

Call Us Today!

753-1910
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Recently there
was an article in a national magank
describing a new weapon against
prostate cancer It requires no
surgery' Instead. radioactiv radium
seeds are inser•ed directly into the
prostate, under local anesthesia, nght
in the doctor's office The procedure
takes about 45 minutes I also read
the testimony of a man who was cured
of prostate cancer with this procedure How do you feel about it?
DEAR READER Radium seeds are
not new As a method of radiating
prostate cancer, they have been used
for decades. Unfortunately, this therapy is not always as successful as
surgery., hormones or X-ray treatments.
You have to be cautious about
accepting testimonials concerning the
cure of any disease. For example.
there are reported cases of advanced
cancer patients who underwent spontaneous cures without any treatment
at all Many diseases remain mysteri-

ous and we have much to learn about
the miraculous wayslhe human body
heals itself
Although radium seeds may be
appropriate for some patients, they
are not curative for many others
To give you more information on
this topic. I am sending you a tree
copy of my Health Report -The
Proidaje Gland." Other readers who
would like a copy should send 12 pluk
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve
lope to P0 Box 2433. New York. NY
10163. Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT: A few years ago
you wrote an article on ergot poison
ing. I was prescribed Cafergot in it
past for migraine headaches The pi-,
scription was effective Was I inges
ing small doses of poison?
DEAR READER: A!! ""'O''•''
poisonous This is sin
Even water, if taken .
tities, can cause ill
ble death.
Therefore, in ans4r to your question, yes: You were ingesting small
doses of poison.

But that s the point Small doses
The amount is the crucial issue The
deadliest of poisons will not affect
you pros iding you take a small
enough quantity
Calergot a prescription drug used
to treat migraine is often effectiye
and has few side effects when taken
according to the manufacturers
directions Ergot poisoning is marked
by hypertension, mental changes,
vomiting diarrhea thirst, and tingling
of the extremities In therapeutic and
sub toxic doses these symptoms
don t appear
iks-,\FN.sPAPER ENTEttitlilSt Assx

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, MD,
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GONNFX GET
0550 72:; WORKING NIGHTSHIFT -fillS BUSINESS OF
GETT NG UP IN THE
AFTE_Ft.NOON ISWEIRD!
-

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 3, the 184th day of 1995. There are 181
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1988, the USS Vincennes shot down an Iran Air jetliner over the
Persian Gulf, killing all 290 passengers and crew, after the crew of the
Vincennes misidentified the plane as an Iranian F-14 fighter.
Ten years ago: The United States and the Soviet Union announced
that President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev would
hold their first summit in late November, in Geneva.
Five years ago: In Moscow, Kremlin hard-liner Yegor K. Ligachev
received an enthusiastic reception at a Communist party congress as
he criticized reforms by President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, saying perestroika had been marred by "limitless radicalism."
One year ago: Thirty-one people died in throe separate crashes on
Texas highways. Pete Sampras defeated Goran Ivanisevic to win the
6 7' 6 6. 0
Wimbledon men's ehamT,H,r)sh-r

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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with one heart. He could not bid one
club because that would have indicated either a very powerful hand,or
4-3-3-3 or 4-4-3-2 distribution!
Belladonna responded two diamonds instead of one spade because
in the Roman System the shorter
suit is normally mentioned first when
responder has a good hand.
Avarelli then bid three clubs,
promising a five-card suit, and Belladonna bid three notrump. South's
spade suit, oddly enough-,lvas never
mentioned. All three suit bids were
contrary to the American style,
which calls for the longer suit to be
bid first. West led the king of diamonds and defeated the contract
one trick,scoring four diamonds and
a spade.
At the second table, with Boris
Koytchou and Harold Ogust NorthSouth for the United States, the
bidding went:
South West
North East
Pass
1+
2•
1+
Pass
Pass
Dble
Here the bids were all natural,
and West (Guglielmo Siniscalco)
wound up in two diamonds doubled.
His overcall was certainly normal,
but he scored only four diamond
tricks, a spade and a heart to finish
down two, minus 300.
So Italy lost 400 points on the
deal, which proves virtually nothing
other than that the language of bidding is far from universal.

North dealer.
NOrth-South vulnerable.
4A
NORTH
J 10
!i! A J 4 3
•8 5
....
4. A QJ 7 3
EAST
WEST
+987
•A 63
Q1097
K82
1- Ei&kinEm NONE MESSAGES 1
AHAH! CALL
+93
• KQJI0 7
THE TEMP SER- AND THE ONLY ONE THAT SHOT
+109854
•
2
VICE! TRACK -HER INTO ACTION WAS THE
SOUTH
INC THAT DOESN'T EXIST.
A NA TDE
TX/
0
N4G.
K Q54 2
INT
1,6 5
THE TEMP!!
• A 64 2
+K6
The bidding:
South West
North East
Pass
2•
Pass
1V
3NT
Pass
3+
diamonds.
Opening lead — king of
It is not at all surprising that in
every country where bridge is played
and that means practically every
country in the world — different
methods of bidding have developed.
Nowhere is this brought out more
ALL My UPS-) =KED FOR1.OMRD To GrtoWING UP ,.... -forcefully than in the world champi'CAUSE I THOOGHT 1A1COLD
ohships staged every year.
Be eAsieg!
Take this deal from the U.S.Italy match in 1957. North-South
for the 'Italians at the first table
were Walter Avarelli and Giorgio
Belladonna. They were playing the
Roman Club system, which features
many unusual conventions.
Avarelli opened the North hand
0/
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bin AroionE CALL AND NOT
LEAVE A MESSAGE?? AND IF I
SO, WAS IT A MAN?? AND If I
50, DID 400 RECOGNIZE THE
VOICE?? AND IF 50, WERE
I THERE ANV SUBTLE NUANCES
THAT GAVE A CLUE REGARDNO HIS EMOTIONAL STATE'??
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CATHY
WELCOME BACK
CATH4 I. HERE ARE
YOUR PHONE
mESSAGES 1

Thirty years ago
Murray and Calloway County
received a downpour of rain last
night, accompanied by high
winds and a severe electrical
storm. John Ed Scott, 'local
weather observer, said 3.09
inches of rain fell yesterday afternoon and last night. Damage
from lightning was reported to
home of Willis Short. A large
country home near Almo, occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Austin
and family, was destroyed by fire
during the storm.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

IF MY WIFE WEREN'T
CATERING THIS PARTY.
l'O BE DOING THE SAME
THING Al' •io•ne

CALVIN and HOBBES

•
4E1 ARE "i0x; ij.•
.RENDUYIG THAT
)4/4• AMM
BOX MOM GOT
ME FROM TUE
LIBRARY P

attended Co awl International Convention held at Hollywood, Fla.
Lakerettes of Calloway County
High School of 1975-76 are Patty
McCuiston, Gina Crabtree, Nix
Ann Osborne, Lesa Walker,
Rhonda Darnell, Lynne Gardner,
Gay Howard. Sherry Haley, Sandy Bibb. Teesa Erwin. Sandra
Stark, Renee Thompson, Sandra
Storn. Jill Falwell, Cindy Williams and Rita Edwards.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lynn Conley,
June 16.

Ten years ago
Calloway County Association
for Retarded Citizens presented
Tummy Carraway, president,
with an award foil dedication and
service to the mentally and physically handicapped in 1984-85.
Dr. David Roos, Dr. Jim Carlin
and Tripp Thurman are new
officers of Murray Rotary Club.
ha Brown, Barbara Chilcukt
Mary Graves, Barbara Williams
and Lois Ruiz of Preceptor Omicron Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
attended the state convention of
Beta Sigma Phi held at Frankfort.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Wyatt and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Bush, June 27. „
Tony Lorey, Bob Atkins and
Neal Thompson were winners of
Blood River Bass Masters Tournament held out of Barkley Lake.
Twenty years ago
John W. Bugden of Murray is
pictured showing his fine quality
knives at Arts and Crafts Festival
held at Land Between the Lakes.
Coffield Vance and Don Allen
of Murray Civitan Club and their
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18 Firmament
20 Ms Balm
22 Tattered
cloth
23 Emperor
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letter
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30 Boyz II—
32 A Stooge
34 Rocky hill
35 Rough lava
37 Ear
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46 — music
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rule or law
50 Kitten
53 Unruly crowd
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substance
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brown
61 — Man
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65 Wind around
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
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Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Ray, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Harmon.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs_ Paul
Hester.
Clyde Roberts and Gene
Cathey attended the Tri State
convention of State Farm Insurance Company held at Hot
Spnngs, Ark. Cathey was accompanied by his wife and their
children, Monte, Mike and Mitzi.
Forty years ago
Earl Jones, 42, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Jones of near Kirksey, died at 1 a.m. on July 2 from
injuries sustained in a traffic
accident near Jonesboro, Ill.
Fred Schultz Jr., M.C. Ellis,
Robert Moyer, Charles Simons,
Robert Hendon, Joe Pat Ward
and Randal Patterson were
installed as officers of Murray
Lions Club. C.B. Ford is the
retiring president.
R.L. Cooper showed a film on
"The Heart" at a meeting of
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club held at the home of Mrs.
Bob Orr. Mrs. Ellis Paschall is
president.
Murray American Legion
Baseball Team beat Camden.
Tenn., 12 to 0. Wells and Stout
each connected for three hits.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY Please explain
why otherwise sane people go outside and barbecue. What is this fascination with meat cooked outdoors"
I live in an apartment house
where tenants come out on the fire
escape to barbecue. Abby, the smell
of greasy meat permeates the entire
complex, and I suspect the whole
operation is a fire hazard!
Do you have any comment from
fire department experts as' to
whether this is a dangerous practice?
SMOKEI) OUT IN
PHILADELPHIA
DEAR SMOKED OUT: People
barbecue outdoors for many
reasons — including the fact
that many kitchens are sweltering in July; they enjoy file novelty of preparing and eating
food outdoors; they love the
taste; and it soothes an unconscious urge that many individuals feel to "get back to nature."
Men who would otherwise
never set foot inside a kitchen
enjoy barbecuing because it's
easy, and it makes them feel
like good hosts.
Nevertheless. I took your
question to the National Fire
Protection Association, 'and
everyone should be awarie of
the reply:
"The NFPA advises against
using barbecue grills on fire
escapes because an obstruction
of any exit is very dangerous.
Fires grow and spread very
quickly, so all escape routes —
including Frre escapes — must
be kept clear so occupants can
freely and quickly- move
through the exits."
Many communities have fire
ordinances prohibiting cooking
on balconies and fire escapes in
apartment complexes, so apartment managers should be alert.
The NFPA suggested that
apartment occupants ask their
building owners to install a permanent barbecue for residents
in a concrete area free of combustibles. This would discourage the use of grills on balconies and fire escapes and pee,
vide a safe place for barbecuing.
And readers, please don't
move barbecue grills from the
fire escape into your apartment.
It is extremely dangerous to use
any barbecue grill inside an
enclosed area. Aside from the
obvious fire hazard, grilling in
an unvented area such as an
apartment or home can cause
deadly carbon monoxide poisoning!
Tomorrow is July Fourth.
and many of you will probably,,
celebrate it by cooking out and
enjoying fireworks.
George D. Miller, president of
the NFPA, asked me to remind
my readers that last Fourth of
July more than 12,000 people in
the United States — mostly children — suffered injuries serious
enough to take thorn to an
emergency room.
Fireworks are unpredictable
and can be as dangerous as pistols. They ignite, explode and
shoot off sparks randomly,
causing lifelong injuries such as
blindness., amputations, severe
lacerations and scarring. Even
"sparklers" — which are usually
thought to be safe fireworks —
burn as hot as 1,200 degrees
Fahrenheit and can cause serious burns.
The only 100 percent SAFE
way to enjoy fireworks is to
watch a professional public display from an appropriately designated area.
•••
For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversistion•list and a more
•tir•ctive person, order "How to Be
Popular." Send s business•ised, selfaddrease.d envelope., plum check or money
order for OAS 44.50 in C•ruida. to: Dear
Ahhy Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, RI. 8105441447, tPoatage ix
included..
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New Pediatric Practice
Open In Murray

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502) 762-1100

•

•
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Family eunions and summer celebrations call
flashes of color to light up our summer
brilliant
for
nights. But let us not forget that fireworks comes
from flames and chemical reactions which can
cause severe injuries.
The U.S. consumer Product Safety Commission estimates that 10,000 Americans are injured
annually by fireworks. One out of every five injuries
1600) is an eye injury. Over one-half of these
injuries occur during the July 4th holidays.
Initially designed as a weapon of war in the
13th century, bottle rockets cause a majority of
firework injuries. Bottle rockets can propel at 35100 m.p.h..
Dr. Randal Hughes of Hart Ophthalmology In
Murray says -The majority of people that are
injured by fireworks are bystanders. Over 90% of
those bystanders that are injured, are injured by
bottle rockets."

410

Or, Elizabeth Alexander
Board-Certified Pediatrician

Dr. Hughes states some tips for avoiding eye
injuries during the summer include:
Always wear safety goggles or glasses when
setting off fireworks
A
Only adults should handle or ignite explosive
fireworks
Pi Adults should be present to supervise children
during the use of relatively safe fireworks such
as sparklers
Do not ignite fireworks in a large crowd, such
as a parking lot or a family gathering.
Do not put firecrackers in a bottle or tin can or
under a clay pot. When such objects shatter,
the fragments are often propelled, into the eye,
causing serious eye injury.
If a child or adult receives an eye injury,'
immediately rush that person to a hospital emergency room for treatment.
Use common sense and teach others to
practice firework safety measures when lighting up
the summer skies.

Community events
Attention Murray & Calloway County
Student Athletes
KHSAA Sports Physicials -- Free
Saturday, July 8 from 8 a.m.-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
Saturday, July 22 from 8 a.m.-12 noon only
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services Center, 9th Street
Calloway County and Murray City student athletes
must have a sports physical in order to participate in all
sporting events. These are the only times free physicals
will be offered this year
Contact your coach or school athletic director to
obtain your preparticipation form that must be
completed and returned at the time of your sports
physical. Sponsored by the Calloway County
Medical Society.

Give the Gift of Life!
MCCH Blood Bank
7 a m - 3 30 p m (or at specially arranged time)
Call if your group or organization has the community at
heart and wants to have a blood drive
Contact MCCH Blood Bank Recruiter, Ginger Hale,
at 502-762-1119.

Dr. Elizabeth Alexander, a board-certified pediatrician, has opened a private
. practice and is currently taking appointments for infants, children and young adults
Arts
Her office is located in Suite 203 East ofthe Medical
•
Building, 300 S. 8th Street.
Alexander is a native of Danville, Kentucky. She earned her undergraduate
degree from Centre College in 1965 and her medical degree from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine in 1969.
After completing her internships and residencies at Childrens Medical Center
and the Parkland Hospitals in Dallas, Texas, Dr. Alexander taught pediatrics in the
Department of Family Medicine at the University of Texas. Southwestern Branch
and at TWU in the pediatric nurse practitioner program.
In 1975,. Dr. Alexander became a member ofthe faculty at the University of
Louisville School of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics and Family Medicine. She
was pediatric consultant for the latter until
1985, when she became director ofthe
residency program.
At that time, she was also active as
a board member of the Home of the
Innocents and the Jefferson County Child
Abuse Authority, as well as, serving on the
Medical School Admissions Committee
and working at the Free Clinic.
In 1988, she became interim Dean
of Students at the Medical_School and
served there until she moved to
Blacksburg. VA, to join her husband at
Virginia Tech. During the next six years,
Dr. Alexander directed the Student Health
Services at Virginia Tech and developed
an interest in the health problems of
adolescents and young adults, both medical
and psychological.
Dr Alexander states that she hopes
to practice medicine with a preventive
approach, which involves education of
both the parents and the patients.
"With the rising costs of health care
it the U.S. Today, I believe that physi:.:ians have a moral obligation to educate
patients to be informed consumers of the
medical care system and intellectually
involved in their own health care This is
time consuming and challenging to both
the provider and the patient. but a necessary service."
Dr. Alexander is a fellow of the
American Academy of Pediatrics and The American Academy of Family Physicians,
as well as a member of the American College Health Association.
Her office hours are Monday, Wednesday and Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Tuesday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. She plans to see sick children in the mornings and well
children in the afternoons. On Friday and Saturday mornings, Dr. Alexander will be
seeing only sick patients. and appointments are necessary. She can be reached at
753-9723.
Her husband, Dr. Kern Alexander, is President of Murray State University
Their blended family of seven children includes: Kern Ill, King, Klint, and Kane
Alexander and Anne. Liz, and Janet Dedman (ages 19 to 31).
I.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Health Express wit/be offering blood
pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar
screenings at allot its stops during the
month ofJuly.
The blood sugar test must be
performed two hours after completing
a meal.
As a screening, the two hour blood
sugar test is free of charge under the
following conditions:
-annually iffamily history of diabetes
exits.
-anytime there is a 20pound weight
change.
-every three years under all other
conditions.
If you are a known diabetic, you can
have your blood sugar monitored on the

Health Express if you obtain a written
prescription from your physician and file it
With the Health Express nurse. Your
physician willspecify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription.
A StoolFor Occult Blood Screening Kit
is also available for $4. This screening
detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages when there
are no symptoms of disease. If you are
experiencing symptoms, you should see
yourphysician.
Wednesday,July5
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
830-11 30a m &12 30-3 pm

Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes fisted
below. Pre-registration is required for all classes and fees may be
paid at the first class
For classinformation and pre-registration, call the
PerinatalEducation Coordinator at(502)762-1385.
Pre-register for:
• Prepared Childbirth Class
Option 1 Mon. July 3,10, 17,24,(7-9p.m.)
Option 2Wed,July 5,12,19,26,(7-9P.m.)
Option 3 Thuis , July6, 13,20,27,(7-9p.m.)
Hospital Education Unit
• Sibling Class:Saturday,August 12, 10-11 a.m.
• PreparedCesarean:Safurday,August 12, 12-2p.m.
• Refresher 1:Mory,Juk 10& 17, 7-9pm
• Refresher It Wed ,July 12& 19, 7-9pm
• Refresher lit Thurs , July 13&20,7-9pm
• BreastleedingSupportGroup:
Tues , July 18, MCCHBoard Room, 7-8p m
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Thursday,July6
• Canton
Hilltop Kash Market
9-11 a.m.
Lake View
One Stop Grocery
12:30-2:30p.m.
Friday, July 7
• Hickory
Post Office
9-ham
• Folsomdale
Hoskins'Bar-B-C
12:30-2.30p.m.
Monday,July17
• Water Valley
M & W Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
• Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
1-3 p.m.

Wednesday,July19
• Murray
Post Office
8 30-11:30a m.&12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, July20
• Camden,TN
Wal-Mart
9-11:30a.m.&12:30-2:30p.m.
Tuesday,July25 .
• Buchanan,TN
Post Office
9-11.30a.m.
•—• Whitlock
Johnny Lees'Grocery
1-3 p.m
Wednesday,July26
• Hazel
Dees Bank
8.30-11 .30a m
Thursday, July 27
• Murray
Court Square
8:30-11:30a.m. &12:30-3 p.m.

